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PREVIEW DAY ATMSU 
Prospective students and their parents were invited to the Morehead State University campus 
recently for a Preview Day. The program, which offered information on academics, financial aid and 
housing, also allowed students an opportunity to experience college life by attending a mini-class. 
During the activity, Dr. Robert Lorentz, right, associate professor of marketing, talked with Shawn 
Johnson of Grayson. 
(MSU student photo by Amy Riddle) 
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PREVIEW DAY AT MSU 
Prospective students and their parents were invited to the Morehead State University campus 
recently for a Preview Day. The program, which provided information on academics, financial aid 
and housing, also offered students an opportunity to experience college life by attending a mini-class. 
During the activity, William Salazar, right, minority retention specialist, talked with Amanda 
Compton of McDowell, left, Phillip Coy of Lexington and Mark Tarry of Lexington. 
(MSU student photo by Amy Riddle) 
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PREVIEW DAY AT MSU 
Prospective students and their parents were invited to the Morehead State University campus 
recently for a Preview Day. The program, which offered information on academics, financial aid and 
housing, also provided students aJ;I opportunity to experience college life by attending a mini-class. 
During the activity, Paula Dailey, right, coordinator of the Center for Academic Advising, talked 
with Becky Hall and B.J. Hall of Virgie. 
(MSU student photo by Amy Riddle) 
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PREVIEW DAY AT MSU 
Prospective students and their parents were invited to the Morehead State University campus 
recently for a Preview Day. The program, which provided information on academics, financial aid 
and housing, also offered students an opportunity to experience college life. by attending a mini-class. 
During the activity, Regina Stevens, right, administrative secretary with the Physicians Assistant 
Program, talked with Ron and Veronica Oliver of Morehead. 
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PREVIEW DAY AT MSU 
Prospective students and their parents were invited to the Morehead State University campus 
recently for a Preview Day. The program, which provided information on academics, financial aid 
and housing, also offered students an opportunity to experience college life by attending a mini-class. 
During the activity, Karen Hammons, right, assistant professor of education, talked with Amanda 
Carter of Flatwoods. 
(MSU student photo by Amy Riddle) 
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PREVIEW DAY AT MSU 
Prospective students and their parents were invited to the Morehead State University campus 
recently for a Preview Day. The program, which provided information on academics, financial aid 
and housing, also offered students an opportunity to experience college life by attending a mini-class. 
During the activity, Dr. Rodger Hammons, right, chair of the Department ofMathematical Sciences, 
talked with Nichole Hickman and Ray Griffith of Russell. 
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PREVIEW DAY AT MSU 
Prospective students and their parents were invited to the Morehead State University campus 
recenily for a Preview Day. The program, which provided information on academics, financial aid 
and housing, also offered students an opportunity to experience college life by attending a mini-clas~. 
During the activity, William Salazar, left, minorityretention specialist, talked with Kaarmin Ford of 
Charleston, W.Va., and Christy Miller of Campton. 
(MSU student photo by Amy Riddle) 
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PREVIEW DAY AT MSU 
-
Prospective students and their parents were invited to the Morehead State University campus 
recently for a Preview Day. The program, which provided information on academics, financial aid 
and housing, also offered students an opportunity to experience college life by attending a mini-class. 
During the activity, Glenda Woods, left, admissions counselor, talked with David Preston of Russell. 
(MSU student photo by Amy Riddle) 
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Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
March 2, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Bath County student is completing student teaching during the 1998 
spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Jennifer Joseph, Owingsville senior, teaches grades K-4 and special education classes at 
Camargo Elementary School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
Education Program. Participants work with the University supervisor and a local public school 
teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding of their 
chosen profession as well as implications of implementin"g the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU Teacher Education Progfa!ll director. 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box llOO Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
March 2, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Bourbon County students are completing student teaching during 
the 1998 spring semester as part ofMorehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The students are: 
Julie Holzhause, Paris senior, teaches secondary business at George Rogers Clark High 
School. 
I 
Shirley Johnson, Paris graduate student, teaches secondary agriculture at Montgomery 
. . 
County High School. I I 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone exp~rience in MSU's Teacher 
Education Program. Participants work with the University supervisor and a local public school 
! ' ' 
I • , ' ·. 
teacher. This team approach ensure~· that sludel)-t teachers gain a realistic understanding of their . . . 
chosen profession as well as-implic;atlons of implementing the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
according to Shirley Bhii~, MSU T~acher Education Program director. 
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March 2, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---ABracken County student is completing student teaching during the 
1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Regina Beach, Brooksville senior, teaches secondary English at Rowan County Senior High 
School. 
The student teaching or professiona!.semester is the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
Education Program. Participants work with the University supervisor and a local public school 
teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding of their 
chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
' . 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU Teacher Education Program director .. 
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March 2, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Ten Boyd County students are completing student teaching during the 
1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The students are: 
Allison Castle, Ashland senior, teaches grades K-4 and special education classes at Poage 
Elementary School. 
Cherie Fletcher, Lloyd senior,-teaches grades K-4 at Hatcher Elementary School. 
Rhonda Francis, Ashland senior, teaches gradesK-4 at Crabbe Elementary School. 
< ··, ' 
Kimberly Frazier, Asbian~ senfoi; teaches segdndaiy.sopial science at Raceland High School. 
Jemelle Jones, Catlettsb~rg'senior, teaches math in grades 5~8 and special education classes 
at Verity Middle School. ... . 
1 
Mary Koewler, Ashl~n!f senjor, teaches grades K-4 at Poage Elementary School. . ' - ' . 
John Marsh, Ashland sellior; teaches 'secondary· soci~l scie~ce at Rowan County Senior High 
' ' ' : ~ ' ' .. , . -- ' 
School. 
Hollie Thomas, Rush senior; teaches secondary math afRace!and High School. ,- ,. . . - . . 
Angela Thomp~on, Ashl~hd ;enior, teach grades K>f and ·speci!il education classes at Crabbe 
. .. ' . 
~~. ~· 
'· ;"' ., 
,, > ;; Elementary School. .. · 
~- . 
Mary Walden, Rilsli. senior, teaches grades K-4 at Hager Element~Jj.School. 
The student teaching cir professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
o ~-_'; ':, L~ •',.•'o\•'•·'•''._,',•;, 
Education Program. Participa~ts ~oi:k ~th th~ Univer~ity ;upe~i~or and a local public school 
teacher. This team approach ensllres that student teachers gain a realistic understanding of their 
chosen profession as well as impiica:tion~ of impl~ine'ntin!?;th~ Keht~cky Educatiqn Reform Act, 
" ,.-' ,. •-' "./ ' . 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU Teacher Education Program director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three Breathitt County students are completing student teaching during 
the 1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The students are: 
Tammy Gillum, Jackson senior, teaches grades K-4 at Marie Roberts Elementary School. 
Paula Gross, Jackson senio(,-teaches special_education and grades K-4 at Marie Roberts 
Elementary School. 
Tesa Moore, Altro senior;: t~aches secondary biology at Magoffin County High School. 
. . 
The student teaching or professional semester.is the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
Education Program. Participants ~ork with ,the:UJliversity supervisor art~ a local public school 
I ~ '' ' ', : ' ' -~' -. '- ' • 
' 
1 ~ , I , - 1 
teacher. This team approach ensu[e~--th,at .stud~nt _tea~h~rs gain a realistic understanding of their 
'' .... ' .. . ~ ·-' ' 
chosen profession as well as impliciiti~ns of implementing the-Kentilcky Education Reform Act, . _.,-, . . . 
- . -
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March 2, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Clark County student is completing student teaching during the 1998 
spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
LaDonna Fuller, Winchester senior, teaches grades K-4 at Mt. Sterling Elementary School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
Education Program. Participants work with the University supervisor and a local public school 
1 
teacher. This team approach ensur_es that student teachers gain a realistic understanding of their 
chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU Te~cher Education Program director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four Carter County students are completing student teaching during 
the 1998 spring semester as part ofMorehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The students are: 
James Gardner, Olive Hill senior, teaches secondary English at Fleming County High 
School. 
Beverly McDavid, Grayson senior, teaches science in grades 5-8 at East Carter Junior High 
School. 
Billy Spencer, Soldier senior, teaches secondary physical education at McNabb Middle 
School and Montgomery County High School. 
Jackie Wilburn, Grayson seriior, teaches grades K-4 at Hatcher Elementary School. 
The student teaching or prof~ssional semester·is the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
Education Program. Participants ·~ark with the Ur!ive~sity supervisor a~d a local public school 
teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic.ugderstanding of their . . . 
chosen profession as well as ~mplic'ations of implementing the.Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
' < ' i ~ • 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---An Elliott County student is completing student teaching during the 
1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Greg Adkins, an Isonville senior, teaches secondary physical education at Elliott County 
High School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
Education Program. Participants work with the University supervisor and a local public school 
teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding of their 
chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU Teacher Education Program director. 
, ' ' ' 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Lexington student is completing student teaching during the 1998 
spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Stacy Meade, an MSU senior, teaches secondary earth science at Tates Creek High School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
Education Program. Participants work with the University supervisor and a local public school 
teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding of their 
chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU Teacher Education Program director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Ten Floyd County students are completing student teaching during the 
1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The students are: 
Teresa Campbell, Banner senior, teaches grades K-4 at Prestonsburg Elementary School. 
Danny Collins, Weeksbury senior, teaches industrial education and technology at Johnson 
County Middle School and secondary lET at Johnson County High School. 
Bridgette Conn, Endicott senior, teaches grades K-4 at Porter Elementary School. 




Teresa Damron, Minnie senior, teaches science in grades 5-8 at Johnson County Middle 
Krystal Issac, Bevinsville senior, teaches grades K-4 at Prestonsburg Elementary School. 
Beverly Lewis, Betsy Lane St<nior, teaches grades K-4 at Porter Elementary School: 
Teresa Ramey, Garrett senior, teaches grades K-4 at Prestonsburg Elementary School. 
Archie Stevens, Dana senior, teaches secondary social sciences at Montgomery County High 
Ella Watkins, Ivel graduate student, teaches English and social studies in grades 5-8 at J.D. 
Adams Middle School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
Education Program. Participants work with the University supervisor and a local public school 
teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding of their 
chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU Teacher Education Program director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four Fleming County students are completing student teaching during 
the 1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The students are: 
Patricia Gulley, Flemingsburg senior, teaches secondary business at Mason County High 
School. 
Kevin Ishmael, Hillsboro senior, teaches secondary math at Mason County High School, 
Michelle Leet, Elizaville senior, teaches grades K-4 at Straub Elementary. 
Jenifer Lowery, Flemingsburg senior, teaches secondary art at Mason County High School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
Education Program. Participants work. with the University supervisor and a local public school 
teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding of their 
chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU Teacher Education Program director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Seven Greenup County students are completing student teaching during 




The students are: 
Tamitha Barker, Ashland graduate student, teaches grades K-4 at Cannonsburg Elementary 
Vanessa Bates, Argillite senior, teaches grades KA at Poage Elementary School. 
Cari Campbell, Ashland senior, teaches grades K-4 at Hager Elementary School. 
Sammy Castle, Worthington senior, teaches secondary business at Boyd County High 
Lawrence Gee, Rush senior, teaches grades KA at Hager Elementary School. 
Mary Gullett, Flatwoods senior, teaches secondary home economics at Boyd County High 
Kristi Stanley, Ashland senior, teaches grades'K-4 and special education classes at Crabbe 
Elementary School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
Education Program. Participants v.iork with the University supervisor and a local public school 
teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding of their 
chosen profession as well as implications of implimienting the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU Teacher Education Program director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---AHardin County student is completing student teaching during the 
1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Bryan Lewis, Elizabethtown senior, teaches secondary physical education at Lafayette High 
School. 
The student teaching or professional·semester is the capstone experience in MSUs Teacher 
. ' .... ' 
.-•, 
Education Program. Participants workwith the University supervisor and a local public school 
'--~. ~ ·_: '> '·,· - ~ :. 
} ' . . _, . 
teacher. This team approach. ensure~ that student:teachers gain a realistic understanding of their . 
. -~ : ' . ·. '-
chosen profession as well';s implications ~flmplem~nting· the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
' . 
. ~ [ . . ' 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU Teacher Education Proghim director. .· · 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Harrison County student is completing student teaching during the 
1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Christopher Cobb, Cynthiana senior, teaches secondary speech at Rowan County Senior 
High School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
Education Program. Participants work with the Ur!iversity supervisor and a local public school 
teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding of their 
chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---AHenry County student is completing student teaching during the 
1998 spring semester as part ofMorehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Joel Van Meter, Eminence senior, teaches secondary social science at Mason County High 
School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is"the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
I . 
I . . . 
Education Program. Participants work·w:ith the Ufliversity-supervisor and a local public school 
:.~1 . I . 
teacher. This team approach" ensures that student ,teachers gain a reaiistic understanding of their 
' ,- I • 
/<'· : i : , ' / ·:~'f 
chosen profession as well'a§ implications of implementing the Kentucky,Education Reform Act, 
' - -,, ,, -. . ( ·.·. 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU Te~cpe~ Education Pfpg~a:m director .. · · 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Jefferson County students are completing student teaching during 
the 1998 spring semester as part ofMorehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The students are: 
Cori Diedrich, Jeffersonville senior, teaches grades K-4 at Camargo Elementary School. 
Michael Wagner, Louisville senior, teaches gradesK-4 at Farmers Elementary School. 
I, , .· I . 
The student teaching or professional semesterjs the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher . 
l ··~ ~: <:._ -~~'> ,~-
Education Program. Participarfts~Y.,ork with the .University sup~rvisbi" and a local public school 
? \ ' ' • ~ •. 
. ' ·' i ! i - . • ; :' ) 
teacher. This team apprmic.~ -~nsures that student tea~hers gain a realistic understanding of their 
. . . . 
• ' > I . ' ,· 
chosen profession as well iis inipli~atiqns, ()f,implemeritfl)g the Ken~cky Education Reform Act, 
'• -~, -~h~,-';__;·.:-.:: L.•_:: :- ' ;' __ :::",:." .·: . 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU Teacher Educ~tioii~Prcigr~ director. 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
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March 2, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Six Johnson County students are completing student teaching during 
the 1998 spring semester as part ofMorehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The students are: 
Sean Cochran, Denver senior, .teaches grades 5-8 social studies and special education classes 
at Rowan County Middle School. 
Barbara Curtis, Flatgap se~or;' and Misty Slone, YanLear senior, teach grades K-4 at 
W.R. Castle Elementary Sch()o[ · :: 
i'• 
Karla McCarty, Oli.Springs 'senior, teaches secondary English at Johnson Central High 
', ' 'I , .. ~ ' 
School. 
School. 
~ ' -, ',.;' ~ -; ' _, _ _.- .:-. 
_ _,..~.:;>; ,_-./' ---- ·--------._.-:·--~- ,--- - - ~);~;· 
Leigh Williams, 'Nippa s~nior;.teaches·grades:Kc4 afPorter Elementary School. 
}:', : .. -· 1·-·r:-:/:.::;.<•.:'L' .-., .: .·-,_,,.;;;;'';"1, •. " •. , .. , 
The student teac6J~g c;:~r~fessional sem~~ier is the capstone -e~~eri~~ce in MSUs Teacher . ---
Education Program. Particip~rs wp~~ }yith:~hebrliver~ify'supew.isor and a local public school 
J~J .. Jt:._ ·-. _'•,_. ~~:~---,;./ .. ·: .· ,~- ' 
teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain.a realistic understanding of their 
' ' . : .I 
chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the K_!)ptticky Education Reform Act, 
~--- f: '.. . ' . -_ ~ . ' _... ~ '..- ... -~ 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU Teacher Education Program director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Knott County students are completing student teaching during the 
1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The students are: 
April Hall, Pinetop senior, teaches grades K-4 and special education classes at Prestonsburg 
Elementary School. 
<; 
Tonya Williams, Mousie senior,.also teaches grades K-4 at }'ES. 
:)-·' \ ....• '·. ' ' . 
'j i '•" ; . 
The student teaching 9fprbfessional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
ff 1 '' 
I .. . ~· 
Education Program. Participants w6rk with. the University supervisor and a local public school 
AO - < ' ' < ' ' ' ' " • 
0 
' • \ ' I I 
teacher. This team approach ens1,1teS ~hat studentJt:;ac~ers gain 'a re.i!listic understanding of their 
'• ·.' ;, ... ~<.·-· '.'_._;,. '.\·~",:-.\·.[ .. · .·' 
chosen profession as well as implications ·ofirriplementirig,the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
' •. , •• • -:! • '.' .;_ ' ,.~.·., -··· ' .:· 
') . ;· jl :'( 
0 0' 
J,.,' / • 
! ., ; 
i i. 
~. "- • ' ... ' '; ~ ,, .J 
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March 2, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Lee County students are completing student teaching during the 
1998 spring semester as part ofMorehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The students are: 
Lynda Abner, Beattyville senior, teaches secondary English at Fleming County High School. 
Candida Wilson, St. Helens :senior, teaches grades K:4 at Tilden Hogge Elementary School. 
! •• ' 
I ··'· 
The student teaching or professional semester. is the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
. ··•-" :- ~ ; 
Education Program. Participantfwork with theU!Jiversity sup~rvi~a·r and a local public school 
~ ~' . ' . ·.:: 
t . \ ' • ~ . . ·-
teacher. This team approach ensures that stUdent teachers gain a realistic lmderstanding of their 
"" ·.· ~ 
. chosen profession as well. as.iiripli~ations ~fimpleme~ting'the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
'. ~- ·:\ :r· .. -·~:- · __ .: .· ::~-->~_::, ~ ---=~>-·-~ ·-~. -~ ; -
according to Shirley Blair, MSU TeacherEducation.Prognim director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four Lewis County students are completing student teaching during the 
1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The students are: 
Bradley Hughes, Vanceburg senior, teaches secondary math at Paul Dunbar High School. 
School. 
Kara Johnson, Vanceburg seruor, teaches secondary math at Boyd County High School. 
t 
Angela Potter, Quincy seniqr, teaches math. in gr!ldes s~8 at East Carter Junior High School. 
. ' "'-; '"'-: ,_~.~ 
J ' ' '. ,. • 
Shawna Sexton, Tollesbo~o 'senior, teaclles 'secondary cheinistry at Fleming County High 
.·• ; i '•. ; ·> 
: 
' 
•,. • ' t ' ' ',' ' 
The student teaching or 'p~ofes.si!Jilahemester js;the ·capstone experience in MSUs Teacher 
. • '1 '. • ' - , - : • 
: ; - ~ -
Education Program. Participants ~&kwit~ tiilurriveisity su;ervisor and a local public school 
' '--· -·.' .. . ... ~- - . ' 
I """ ."~--·:- _·M·-------~·::::.~ ~·-· 
teacher. This team approach.ensuies.that studentteachers gain a rell;listic understanding of their 
' . ;!_.,., • ' 
chosen profession as well~~ impfic~~~~s ofimplementlngt~~ ~~~tdc~;Edu6ation Reform Act, 
.(; ~.~:~·-.• ~·::/:~/- •. • .~·:··-'~ • •• 'L· .• , .• --. ~~ -·-~-.· '\ 
according to· Shirley Bl.ajr;:•MSU Teacher Education Program director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three Louisa students are completing student teaching during the 1998 
spring semester as part ofMorehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The students are: 
Stacie Diamond teaches secondary physical education at Montgomery County High School 
and McNabb Middle School. 
Morton Prince teaches seco11dary social scieri'<e atBoyd County High School. 
' "' ~ . , "' ,- ' ' .-... . ' 
'i " . -
Michelle Sexton teacheS"liiliguage arts and social studies in grades 5-8 at Boyd County 
- .'. ' 
i I 
Middle School. 
~ -~ ' 
All three students are MSp seniors .. ;- .c- · . ', ., 
' I •' ~. ' ' ' 
The student teaching o;··professional semesi~r,is::tlie~ capstone experience in MSUs Teacher 
~ ·: :-- ··' -·· .. · . -~ '- .. . . - ' '. ' " -: . 
Education Program. Participants~woii:~~ith~the.Universitysup'~~sohnd a local public school 
,-- '. \ ' ' . ':--: .. ' ' '. . ,, -
.•• _ .. ;.:'"" 'j_:'-1 / '~-- - - - '" -
teacher. This team apprqach ensJ.!re,sjhat.st~,~denfteachers gain.are.alistic pnderstanding of their 
_{' --:..::~~~\~~ _-,.;- ·:--_._;·;,./····-·:·.: '·-<_- __ .. >-_, 
chosen profession as well:as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
? 'i:l 
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March 2, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Whitesburg students are completing student teaching during the 
1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program, 
The students, both MSU seniors, are: 
Misty Caudill teaches grades K-4 and special education classes at Morehead Grade SchooL 
Tiffany Holbrook teaches secondary biology at;Rowan County Senior High SchooL 
' . ·' 
The student teaching or professional semester.is the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
' 
;':> 
'! •, ' . ,. • 
Education Program. Particip_ants work with the University supervisor and a local public school 
:. ~ . 
' teacher. This team apprmicp ensu~es that stUdent teachers gain a realistic understanding of their 
" . .' ., 
•• . . I • ~) 
chosen profession as well-~s imillifatlol)s,ofimplementing 'theKentu~kyEducationReform Act, 
' ' - ' '. . ' ,· . ' 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU T¢ac4~r, Educa~ion 'I:rogr~rn director. 
i •.<-· .. _, ,. l_,.t ,· ' ' '·' • " , ·, ___ I 
-~.:!, /. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three MaysviUe students are completing student teaching during the 
1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The students are: 
Kimberly Kelly, a senior, teaches grades K-4 at Straub Elementary School. 
Patty McNeilan, a graduate stUdent, tt;aches secondary-business at Mason County High 
' . .-
School. 
Ann Toncray, a senior; t'ea~lies secondaiy_physical education at Lafayette High School. 
-· • I .. . ' . . . . . . -. . 
The student teachiilg or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSUs Teacher 
.. • ;• • '>,. 
Education Program. PartiCipa~ts w~r)cwii]l. the:l)'niJersit~ supe_~soi and a local public schbol 
· .. 'v 'L' ·- . ,, _,._:· :, • ;_... ..· . 
teacher. This team approach en.imres:thafsfuderit teacliers-gaih a realistic understanding of their ·.' _;:,, \_ . '' .. . :__, .._·· ··. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four Morgan County students are completing student teaching during 
the 1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The students are: 
Bertina Burton, Wrigley senior, teaches grades K-4 at West Liberty Elementary School. 
Amy Hampton, Hazel Greell senior, teaches grades K~4 at LBJ Elementary School. 
! . .· .. 
Samantha Howard, Ezel senior, teaches gnide~ K-4.at MJ. Sterling Elementary School. 
''"'"''I , ,-. ' ~ • 
~ '' . .. . ; 
Christy Lindon, Cannel cltY senior, te~ches secondary sociitJ' science at Breathitt County 
l ' -.. ~. 
! • 
High School. 
The student teaching of p~~f~ssiona! .semester is t~e capstan~ ~xperience in MSUs Teacher 
• , . • ' .• , . 'I •, ' 
'-.,\_ I ;_;\/~~ .• '~-_,:. - .. ---- .• ·'. ~ 
Education Program. Participants workjvi.th tlie. Universit}"sup'ervisor and a local public school 1 -~- " " -- _, • ·• '. -1 , •.•• - •• _- : 
--~ ··--
teacher. This team approac~ ensuf~sthatstud~!lt-teacliers·g~ifl a r~alistic understanding of their 
~~ ' -·:.~:;.(~~<.-----~-- ~- ... ':._ : _:_ ,-; -_·· _- ',i._ -· 
chosen profession as weii. as implic!)tions ofimplemeniing the Kentucky Ed}lcation Reform Act, 
.. · :_--~-.<_:·:·;/ ;,:·:::~-'- .. ,_._ .. ,:r·~/.:; .. < :_.·_-,_ ,,: - ';, 
according to Shirley Bla!i,.Ms't/ T~acher Educatio~ Program direc~or: . 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Eight Magoffin County students are completing student teaching during 
the 1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher, Education Program. 
The students are: 
Dayne Brown, Salyersville senior, teaches secondary social science at Johnson Central High 
SchooL 
Vanessa Gardner, Salyersville senior, teaches grades K74 at West Liberty Elementary i -· " ~- • 
SchooL 
David Gibson, Royalton senior, teachys secondary soda! science at Morgan County High 
SchooL 
' \ ·:;\ 
Robert Hoskins, S~yersvill~ senior, teaches science in grades 5:8 at Johnson County Middle 
•1 ·.!._, 
SchooL 
0 ::., ~ ,~, ,~.:: ~.-' w ··~(> jw : .C ," ,.· 
Christopher Meadows, Saly~l,'syille s¢nior, :teacJ:!es secondary_ math at Morgan County High 
,·'' ' . •, ,-, ' 
I I 1 ·~: • ' < ·'·' 
' ·, j. j '·- .' i . ' :,~ .. ·--- ' ' SchooL 
• \ 9P" -
Jeanie Miller, Salyers!ille senior;iea'cnes grades K~LratW:R. Castle Elementary SchooL 
Machelle Salyer,_ ~al;~~;~ill~;gnid~ate s~denti te~ch~~:~~~d~s :K!--4 and special education 
<~: ... ~- 'w":::_,.,,.:;:_- .• ~--0 - ·-w -- 'M -~ ;;> 
classes at West Liberty Element~~;§chool:t' · , .• " . •· 1 _. • ... •··. 
j '... ' ' y " \ ', 
Virginia Sheph~td;:·Salyersville senior, te~ches English and social st~·aies in grades 5-8 at 
Herald Whitaker Middle School; ·, o 1 , ,, 
\ ___ l;l ,' ,; J' ;-·, ... __ .~--·•,:7'1! ,.;.; .... _- .. -- ,"", 
The student teaching or:p{ofessional s~mestei-'is. the. capsto_rie experience in MSU's Teacher 
Education Program. Participants /w9r~ with the Universi!Y supervisor and a local public school 
teacher. This team approach enshres that'stUdenhe~che~s;gain a'realistic understanding of their 
I• " • : · . • -' 1 • • 
chosen profession as well as implica~i~ns ~f-lin~l~~entf~~ ~h~ .Ken~cky Education Reform Act, 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU Teacher Education Program director. 
#### 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five Montgomery County students are completing student teaching 
during the 1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The students are: 
Dana Crain, Mt. Sterling senior, and Ann Garrison, Mt. Sterling graduate student, teach 
secondary social science at George Rogers Clark High School. 
Rebecca Hess, Mariba senior, teaches grades ,K-4 at Mapleton Elementary School. 
Lora McCarty, Mt. Sterling senior, teaches grades K-4 at Mt. Sterling Elementary School. 
Andrea Thornberry, Mt. Sterling senior, teaches secondary biology at GRCHS. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
' ', ' 
Education Program. Participants ';'vork with the University supervisor and a local public school 
teacher. This team approach ensure~ that student teachers gain a realistic understanding oftheir 
' . ' 
chosen profession as weli as impli·c~tions .of implementing the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU Teacher Education Program director. 
#### 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Martin County students are completing student teaching during 
the 1998 spring semester as part ofMorehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The students are: 
Aliceia Bailey, Warfield senior, teaches social studies in grades 5-8 at J.D. Adams Middle 
School. 
Randy Slone, Beauty senior,'teacht;s grades K;4 at Porter Elementary School. 
--··; . ,, '.,. . ' 
The student teaching or. prbf~ssional seciest;r is the capstone. experience in MSU's Teacher ,. I I . ' •• 
/; ' : I • • ' I~' 
Education Program. Participants yvqrk with the University supervisor and a local public school 
,. ·, ' / : 
teacher. This team approach ~risures.that student teachenFgain a realistic 'understanding of their 
• ''<, " • :: ' ,. ' _. '- ' • ' • • . • : ' ' • , • ' 
chosen profession as well as impli~atiri~~-~furlplerilC;Jntilig•theKtmtucky Education Reform Act, 
! ;;_;. :;, : ..., ·. '- '/ -- ' .· '' 
' -. --~·-:· 
according to Shirley Blair, M,SU r'eiither Education Program diredtci{ 
' . -,~ :i:) .. ~ . '· - .· . - ' ·' :' .· ·. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Nicholas County student is completing student teaching during the 
1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Alicia Sibert, Ewing senior, teaches grades K-4 at Straub Elementary School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSUs Teacher 
Education Program. Participants work with-the University supervisor and a local public school 
I •• . ·' 
' 
teacher. This team approach ensure~ that student teachers gain arealistic understanding of their 
j'''•l . 
chosen profession as well as implications of impiementing the Kentucky Education Reform Act, . . 
according to Shirley Blair ;•MSU T:eacher Education,P,rogram director. ; -> 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---An Oldham County student is completing student teaching during the 
1998 spring semester as part ofMorehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Jennifer Osborne, Buckner senior, teaches grades K-4 and special education classes at Tilden 
Hogge Elementary School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
: 
Education Program. Participants work with the University supervisor and a local public school 
teacher. This team approach ensure~ that student teachers gain a realistic understanding of their 
chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU Teacher Education Program director. 
####. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five Pike County students are completing student teaching during the 
1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The students are: 
Michael Anderson, Shelby Gap senior, teaches math and history in grades 5-8 at Rowan 
County Middle School. 
Heather Bishop, Pikeville senior, teaches grades K-4 at Radburn Elementary School. 
Richard Johnson, Pikeville senior, teaches secondary Spanish at Rowan County Senior High 
School where Shane Lockard, Hardy seni?r, is teaching secondary biology. 
Julie Ann May, Phyllis"senior, teaches gradesK-4 at Prestonsburg Elementary School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is "the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
Education Program. Participants'w()rk witp tlie University s':lpervisor and a local public school . . 
. . 
teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding of their . . 
chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU Teacher Education Program director. 
#### 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four Perry County students are completing student teaching during the 
1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The students are: 
Stacey Campbell, Cornettsville senior, teaches grades K-4 at Marie Roberts Elementary 
School. 
Tammy Epperson, Hazard senior, teaches gradesK-4 and special education classes at LBJ 
Elementary School. 
Alisha Heath, Krypton senior, teaches grades K-4 and special education classes at Marie 
Roberts Elementary School. 
James Hughes, Hazard se~or, -~eaches social studies in grades 5-8 and special education . . 
classes at Rowan County Middle Sclfool. · . . 
The student teaching or professional semester is thecapstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
Education Program. Participants work with the University supervisor and a·Jocal public school 
teacher. This team approach.· ensures tha,t student teachers gain a realistic understanding of their 
. ' ,' . 
chosen profession as well as implications ·of implementing the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU 'Te~cher Education Program director. 
#### 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Powell County students are completing student teaching during 
the 1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The students are: 
Carol Hollon, Clay City senior, teaches grades K-4 and special education classes at Mt. 
Sterling Elementary School. 
Melissa Todd, Stanton senior; teaches grad'esK~<'kat Camargo Elementary School. 
The student teaching iJr-prbf~ssional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
' ~:.. ~ ; , ,: ' 
I . - -
Education Program. Participants workwith the Univ~rsity supervisor ana a local public school 
-' . : ~ , ' ~ . . '•·, . 
. J 
teacher. This team approach eri~ures that studenneachers' gain a realistic understanding of their 
·."' . :·, .>:; ~ ·. L , l " J j_~-~ '· , . : . 
chosen profession as well as implicationirofimpleme11ting the-Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
' -' ''.' . - . ,; ~- . -~ .. ' - " . 
. L ... ,~-:·.--_,~c.. -- _, __ 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU'feacher Education-Program director.·:-. 
-~-::~~ :.-···-I~·-,--·_·:, ·,· "· · - i_ J ... • ~. , 
'. -" ?<-7 ,_,.. ---- -.####_-·-
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Fifteen Rowan County students are completing student teaching during 
the 1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The students are: 
Diana Beamon, Morehead senior, teaches secondary business at Bath County High School. 
William Counts, Morehead senior, teaches secondary social science at Bath County High 
School. 
Robert Dalzell, Morehead graduate st,udent,· f~aches se~ondary history at Bath County High 
School. 
Daniel DeRossett,'·~oreheatl seni~r; teaches·~cie~ce and social st~dies in grades 5-8 at 
-·' •• • '. i ' ' ' 
Rowan County Middle S~hooi:·~ . . ' 
' ~·: ;- j:· ;' . -- ', ' ~' ' , . ' . 
David Fields, Clearfield senipr;.teacht?s science ;in grades 5c8 at West Carter Middle School. 
- "'' -~- - -' - : ·: -· ·;' -- - ·.:' - ' ' 
Christi Moore, Morehead ,senior-, ,teaches;seColldary Spanish at West Carter High School. . 
~-_::<~~·--:.:_·/,~';_, __ - ',-· ::>: ~-::::,·- - ,·- :-·~·:.·: ·7-:\ -. 




Tiffany Musser; ·~ie';rlield senior, teaches secondary English at Mo~~ogomery County High 
; ft !1 \' c'-1 ''r 
.,.~.If. ~-" ' f o' I 
\-- ~\,;,_,/·.; ~-." ;·/;-::, .,,-,;_ r ,·, '-, 
Jacqueline Pennington, Morehead senior, teaches grades K-4 at Morehead Grade School 
and Farmers Elementary. i, 
r;/ J 
0 
OM " '. ' 
'·~--- i \~ ~ . 1 ' ·, • !, -_ •. i " ·' • 
Tawana Ratliff, Morehead senior, teaches grades K-4 at Rodbum Elementary School. 
Elizabeth Reed, Morehead senior, teaches grades K-4 and special education classes at Mt. 
Sterling Elementary School. 
(MORE) 
Rowan County Student Teachers 
2-2-2-2-2 
Mark Spears, Morehead senior, teaches social studies in grades 5-8 and Selena Spears, 
Morehead senior, teach soda! studies and science in grades 5-8 at Rowan County Middle School. 
Patrick Thacker, Morehead senior, teaches social studies in grades 5-8 and special education 
classes at Bath County Middle School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
Education Program. Participants work with the University supervisor and a local public school 
teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding of their 
chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four Wolfe County students are completing student teaching during the 
1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The students are: 
Charles Brooks, Campton senior, teaches secondary geography at Rowan County Senior 
High School. 
Kristel Evans, Campton senior,· t~aches grades K;c4 at West Liberty Elementary School. 
,"' ': . ~- ' :' 
Jennifer Spencer, Camptoh senior, teaches ·secondary biology at Morgan County High 
, r· . . . , ... 
I ·.: School. ", 
-: •. l . 
Hillary Stone, Hazel Green senior; te!lches grades•K-4-and spe~ial education classes at LBJ 
• ', : j • ' • ' . . - ;o ' ' 'I 
' Elementary School. '·] :' ·:;:: :.'. _ ·. ·' ··: . 
The student teaching.pq)r~fe-;sionar' ~emes~er istqe cainitone·exP,erience in MSU's Teacher 
.,_--:: ~-~--~>· __ ..~···-·_,' .... ;'·-, 
Education Program. Paiii~ipants:wg(kwith:tlie University ~upeiVisor.a~d ~:ibcal public school 
. ;, .. >~~r~'J,:<-~;_-.,-~- ... ·· .. _. ,.,, ... ':-·:- ... l. ~: 
teacher. This team app,roacn en~ures that student t~achers gain a realistic understanding of their 
chosen profession as well as impli~ations of hnpienfenting the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
\. . i·~ :; :· ,;; : :-:/'~ -~: -: -~- /. :' i :~ ~~ ,_ .. _'. ', -:_, '. \ - . 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU Teacher Education Program director. 
:. · .. iJ###. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---An Adams County, Ohio, student is completing student teaching during 
the 1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Jennifer Downey, Manchester senior, teaches special education at Rowan County Senior 
High School and grades K-4 at Farmers Elementary School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
Education Program. Participants work with the University supervisor and a local public school 
teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding of their 
chosen profession as well a~ implications of implementing the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---AHighland County, Ohio, student is completing student teaching 
during the 1998 spring ·semester as part ofMorehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Angella Vance, Hillsboro senior, teaches grades K-4 at Tilden Hogge Elementary School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSUs Teacher 
Education Program. Participants work with .the University supervisor and a local public school 
I - .~ 
I 
teacher. This team approach ensures that student t~achers gain.a realistic understanding of their 
', ''i .. 
chosen profession as well as imp libations of impleme!lting the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
. /;>' ' ! . .; '· 
/·' ' l - . . 
according to Shirley Blair,:MSU l;'eacher Education Program director .. , · · 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Montgomery County, Ohio, student is completing student teaching 
during the 1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Matthew Brown, Miamisburg senior, teaches secondary music at South Oldham High 
School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
Education Program .. Participants work with the University supervisor and a local public school 
' . 
teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding of their 
chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU Teacher Education Pr.ogram director. 
#### 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Delaware County, Ohio, student is completing student teaching 
during the 1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Brett Daughenbaugh, Dublin senior, teaches secondary industrial education and technology 
at West Carter Middle School and Rowan County High School. 
The student teaching or professional-semester is-the cap~tone experience in MSU's Teacher 
Education Program. Participants work wit)). the Univ~rsity sup~rvisor and a local public school 
~~ . .. -
J 
l . .-.. ' . 
teacher. This team approach ,ensure~ that student teachers gain a realistic understanding of their 
.F" ' ' , ' .·· 
.·· ; ' ·. / 0, 
chosen profession as well' as implications ofimplement.irig the Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
.· . . , I ·, -~·" :- .. 
according to Shirley BlaU:; lV[SB: Te~Ch!'Jr Ed1,1catip11)~r~giam director. • · 
·, ', d<. ;· , ·'. ~- ·~-~--- "'. : .' . 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---AHamilton County, Ohio, student is completing student teaching 
during the 1998 spring semester as part ofMorehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Sarah Detrick, Cincinnati senior, teaches secondary social science at Rowan County Senior 
High School. 
The student teaching or professionaLsemester is the-capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
Education Program. Participants work with the Uriiversity supervisor and a local public school 
--- ' " '. 
l • 
teacher. This team approach_ensl.lres that student teachers gain a realistic understanding of their 
i ; 
chosen profession as well ~s implications ~fimplem~hting the Kentucky. Education Reform Act, 
) ~· ; \. :,' ' ' ' ' "·. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Trumbull, Conn., student is completing student teaching during the 
1998 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Nathaniel Dobas teaches music education at Bourbon County High School. He is an MSU 
seruor. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher . . 
Education Program. Participants work with the University supervisor and a local public school 
teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding of their 
' . 
chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education Reform Act, . . . 
according to Shirley Blair, MSU Teacher Education Program director. 
.#### 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Johnson County student is among the resident advisers (RA) selected 
for the spring semester at Morehead State University. 
Kristen Rader, the daughter ofJoan Rader of Van Lear, is a junior elementary education 
maJor. She is a member of the Gamma Beta Phi honor society. 
The role of the RA is to provide information about the campus and residence halls as well as 
to assist students in adjusting to college life. An RA\vqrks with the students in building a 
' 
community atmosphere and a fe~ling of togetherness by organizing residence hall programs and 
activities. 
', I < , ' 
TheRA plays a key role in1making the residence hall and campus life a positive experience, 
. '' ~ " ; ' . ' . 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Lawrence County student is among the resident advisers (RA) 
selected for the spring semester at Morehead State University. 
Benjamin Paul Maynard, the son of Linda and Paul B. Maynard Jr., of Louisa, is a junior 
radiologic technology major. He is a member of the Baptist Student Union. 
The role ofthe RA is to pro~id€:" iilfofll1ation abm£th~ tampus and residence halls as well as 
" ' -~~--- ' ' ( i' ' 
'-~ '(,1 
\._. 
,, I I" ' ~..,.~~ ' 
(' l,.,.. ., "' 
\/1:, , ... ~.:/;~~~~u 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD,Ky.---AMenifee County student is among the resident advisers (RA) selected 
for the spring semester at Morehead State University. 
Andrea Morrison, the daughter ofJane Mullins ofMariba and Paul T. Morrison of 
Lexington, is a junior paralegal studies major. She is a member of the Students Activities Council 
and Paralegal Society. 
., 
i 
The role of the RA is to P~().videinfo.rmation'apgyHhe·cl!ITIPUS and residence halls as well as 
~ ' '.:·..... ' ';-.,, ' 
to assist students in adjusting,tOcbllbge life. ~''Ri works with the-~tudents in building a. /' -· ! !' ' '· ' ' > ' : \::;:...; 
~-> ! ' l \.~ /'!_ ' \"• 
community atmosphere anC!.a feeling of togetherness'~§ o'rganizing residt;hce hall programs and 
<.-~ ~ ~-- I ;_,_~--! 1 'i t ~ /'-, -
, \j r . , "l --~-:-c~; ' ·•. 
-,1 ',' ~~~ t, 
activities. 
' i" · •. !, ,• -, i .. '. 
The RA plays a key role in: niakin:ifthei~~sideride'il~i(ind campus life a positive experience, 
i : tcf-- ..... >.-'"' -~·"· •• -· --· ' 1""'··--, •• _, ·'2 i 
! "''-w<"-;:---~ -.:.. -=-.· --~ ;_•;:::::::-~~~;:.::::·~; :::""··.:.::.>- ,,.L,., 
according to Dennis McKay;rresiderice .hall area~coordiriator.. .. . · ·-
tl 1 ::J?~j_·!-~i:·:.::· t : ~:·~·-: },,r' 'i ;~~ J\ ~- ' 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---AMason County student is amo.ng the resident advisers (RA) selected 
for the spring semester at Morehead State University. 
Derris Hedger, the son of John and Madonna Hedger ofMays1ick, is a sophomore sociology 
major with an emphasis in criminology. 
The role of the RA is to proyidi}ihfol11}ation !ibouftli~ campus and residence halls as well as 
j 'o ~ ","' 
~ ',,, I 
to assist students i~ adjusting to collbge life,· An AA\vor)<:s:wit~ the students in building a 
~-=j- • :':· _, /,{':<' l 
! L - , ! ,., ... ~ 
community atmosphere and afeelipg of togetherll~~·s by organiz:ing .. residence hall programs and 
'· ! ·,' ! ,, ;:,.,. ' I I". .. ·••. 
\ ~ r"'):l 
\ activities. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, K)r.---Two Pike County students are among the resident advisers (RA) 
selected for the spring semester at Morehead State University. 
The students are: 
Mark Kevin Damron, the son ofNelson and Brenda Damron of Regina, is a senior 
radiologic technology major. He is a member of the Kentucky Society of Student Radiologic 
Technology and serves as vice-president for Chi Beta·.Gamma, ·the campus organization for student 
radiologic technologists. 
Matthew Hampton, the son of Michael and Vinetta Hampton of Shelbiana, is a junior . . . 
. . 
business and finance major. H~ is a rilember of the Theta .chi: social frate~ity. 
' ' ' ' ' ' . 
The role of the RA is to provide' information a~dutthe campus and residence halls as well as 
to assist stude~ts in adjusting to college life. An RA works with-the students in building a 
. ~;·,, 
community atmosphere'and a feeling of togetherness by 'organizing residence hall programs and 
• 'c '.', • , ' ' ') ' '; • 
activities. 
The RA plays a key role i~ .making th~ r~sidenc~ hall and ~ampus life a positive experience, . 
' ·i '. ~ 
·._ •• 1 , , , I , , , 1 • 
according to Dennis McKay, residence hall area coordinator. 
( ' 
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MOREHEAD, Ky._---A Greene County, Ohio, student is among the resident advisers (RA) 
selected for the spring semester at Morehead State University. 
John Haywood, the son ofJohn R. Haywood ofBeavercreek, is a sophomore business 
administration major. 
The role of the RA is to prm(i.de infofiT!ation ~boufthe t'ampus and residence halls as well as 
I "~ •.. · F 
to assist students in adjusting to c~l~fgdi(e .. An ~:()rlcs with_t_~e students in building a 
community atmosphere and a feelihgoftogethernes{by·organizin~ t~~idence hall programs and 
f ; " ' ' . 
. · I '\ ' // r ·~. ··' 
\'• . ' 1 activities. ''-.>,'. l . \'/ ! J 
TheRA plays a k;~ ~~j~·inlJaking 1the iesidimce hllll and ck!Iipus ii~e a positive experience, 
·.,.\·: [;-.~·;r-~~>.·;~ ,. -.!Li:'~,·;._~r ~.' l . 
according to Dennis McKay, resid(mce hall anla:'cdordiil~tc)r: •I r 
i •;j\j:,., 'ftJ ~- •.,;." •J.I '.· ,c,.;,_,. ;~,, ~-
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Brown County, Ohio, student is among the resident advisers (RA) 
selected for the spring semester at Morehead State University. 
Tony Goecke of Georgetown, the son ofPhillip and Angie Goecke of Georgetown and 
Betty and Phillip Barnett of Norwood, is a junior industrial education major. 
The role of the RA is to provide information about the campus and residence halls as well as 
I - .. '. 
I 
to assist students in adjusting to college·life. An RA works with the students in building a 
~ -. -~. . 
community atmosphere and a feeling of togetherness by organizing residence hall programs and 
-.·. 
activities. 
TheRA plays a key role in: making the residence hair and campus iife a positive experience, 
. : ! '' . . ! j t ' . 
• 1 ,, " ' 
according to Dennis McKay, residenc~ hall area coordiri~tor.' · 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Miaini County, Ohio, student is among the resident advisers (RA) 
selected for the spring semester at Morehead State University. 
Kelly M. Brown, the daughter of Barbara J. Brown of Troy, is a senior art major. She is a 
member of the Residence Hall Association and Visual Arts Guild. 
The role of the RA is to provide information about the campus and residence halls as well as 
I 
to assist students in adjusting to college life. An RA: ~arks with the students in building a 
- i >' 
community atmosphere and a feeli'ng of togetherness by organizing residence hall programs and 
activities. 
. ' . 
The RA plays a key role· in n)aking the residence hall and qmipus life a positive experience, 
' 1 - ' • ' 
ji I 
according to Dennis McKay, residenc~ hall ar~a coordinator. 
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CINCINNATI---A public reception and author signing will be held on Thursday, 
March 12, to celebrate the publication of "A Light to the Mountains: Morehead State University, 
1887-1997" by Dr. Donald F. Flatt. 
The reception will run from 6 to 8 p.m. at Joseph-Beth Booksellers in Rookwood 
Pavilion. ••c 
All MSU alumi:rl and any?n;ihteres!.ed in Kentuclij ~st?ry are encouraged to attend. 
I ! •:;:;. , / , •. 
t- "'' ; ' :., --~ l - ,_, 
Books will be available and·refrekh'ments will be.~erved. ' 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Upward Bound Program is seeking 
applications for creative, energetic and enthusiastic instructors interested in teaching during its 
summer program which runs June 8-July I 0. 
The deadline for applications is Monday, March 9. 
Instructors are needed to teach teenagers in various academic areas: mathematics, English, 
sciences, career planning, foreign languages, art, music, drama, physical education, writing and other 
areas of interest to teenagers. In addition to teaching approximately four hours per week, teachers 
· are required to participate in two weekend and/or evening activities per week. 
To be eligible, applicants should have earned at least a bachelor's degree. Prior teaching 
experience and/or working with teenagers is preferred. 
Applications may be picked up in the Upward Bound office, 205 Allie Young Hall. 
Additional information is available by calling (606) 783~2611. 
#If## 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Gov. Paul E. Patton will be the featured speaker for Morehead State 
University's Founders Day Convocation and Awards Ceremony at 2 p.m. on Friday, April 3, in 
Button Auditorium. 
"We are pleased that Gov. Patton will join us as we culminate our year-long celebration 
of the University's 75th anniversary as a public institution of higher learning," said MSU 
President Ronald G. Eaglin. "It is most appropriate that our 'higher education' governor address 
us on this day which is set aside to reflect on our rich heritage and bright future." 
"In order to accommodate his schedule, we have moved the convocation, which usually is 
held in the morning, to the afternoon," Dr. Eaglin added. 
Additionally, the Founders Day Award for University Service will be presented at the 
convocation, which will open with an academic procession. · 
MSU's observance of Founders Day will begin at 8 a.m. with a special breakfast for 
retired faculty and staff at which Dr. Eaglin will recognize new retirees. 
"By popular request, this year we are opening the retiree breakfast to anyone wishing to 
attend and tickets will be available along with those for other meal functions," said Susette 
Redwine, University Center programming/special events coordinator. 
Following the breakfast, several special events are planned including the unveiling of two 
historical markers, burial of a time capsule to be opened in 2022 and the dedication of the 
Memorial Plaza which surrounds the Little Bell Tower. 
At noon, new MSU Fellows and other benefactors of the University will be honored at a 
luncheon where Leonard Hardin, -chair of the Council-on Postsecondary Education, will speak. 
Capping the day will be the Alumni Awards Dinner at 6:30p.m., where new members 
will be inducted into MSU's Alumni Hall of Fame. 
All meal functions will be held in the Crager Room, Adron Doran University and tickets 
will go on sale Monday, March 23. Breakfast tickets are $5 per person, luncheon tickets are $6 
per person, while dinner tickets are $15 each. 
(MORE) 
Founders Day '98 
2-2-2-2-2 
Tickets will be available in the Office of Student Activities on the second floor of ADUC, 
at the Alumni Center and at the Palmer Development House. The deadline for reservations is 
Tuesday, March 31, and tickets must be picked up no later than 4:30p.m. that day. 
Serving on the Founders Day committee in addition to Redwine are Dr. Mary N. Powell, 
Allen lake, Dr. Don Flatt, Joyce LeMaster, Dr. Joan Whitworth, Dr. Ed Breschel, Gary Mesa-
Gaido, Rebecca McGinnis, Gene Caudill, Carrie Heringer, Kent Barber, Molly Caldwell, Dr. 
Michael R. Moore, Keith Kappes, Bill Redwine and Judith Yancy. 
Additional information on tickets or Founders Day may be obtained by calling the Alumni 
Center at (606) 783-2080 or toll-free at 800-783-2586 and the MSU Foundation at (606) 783-2031 
or toll-free at 800-833-4483. 
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March 5, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University will be closed for Spring Break, 
March 16-20; however certain offices will be available with minimal staffmg. 
Regular office hours and classes will resume at 8 a.m. Monday, March 23. 
Areas scheduled to offer services during the break include: 
CAMDEN-CARROLL LffiRARY: The library will close at 4:30p.m. on Friday, 
March 13. On Monday and Tuesday, March 16-17, it will be open from 1:30 to 5 p.m. Closed 
March 18-21, it will be open Sunday March 22, from 1 to 11 p.m. 
GOLF COURSE: Normal operations. 
KENTUCKY FOLK ART CENTER: Monday through Saturday, March 16-21, from 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY: The Office oflnformation Technology's telephone 
will be answered from 8 a.m. to 4:30p.m. Monday through Friday, March 16-20, with limited 
staffing for technology-related emergencies available. 
PHYSICAL PLANT: Offices closed, essential staffing as required in the various areas. 
Calls will be answered by the Office of Public Safety. Emergency staff will be on call. 
PUBLIC SAFETY: Patrol and dispatch services only. 
UNIVERSITY SWITCHBOARD: Switchboard will be staffed from 8 a.m. to 4:30p.m. 
Monday through Friday, March 16-20. 
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March 5, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Jazz Ensemble I was selected as the 
outstanding band in competition at the University of Louisville Jazz Festival held last month. 
As the outstanding band, the ensemble had the honor of playing at the Festival's evening 
concert. The group was directed by jazz great Stanley Turrentine. 
"The Ensemble performed well and it was just a wonderful day for us," said Gordon L. 
Towell, assistant professor of jazz studies and the ensemble's conductor. "The ensemble was 
featured on the 10 o'clock news on the Fox Network." 
Two MSU students received scholarships because of their individual achievements at the 
Festival. Vanessa Dawn Keeton of Morehead, and Patrick Duff of Lexington, both senior jazz 
music majors, will attend the Jamey Aebersold Summer Jazz Workshops in Louisville. There 
were only three scholarships awarded, according to Towell. 
"This is one of the premier summer jazz workshops. It has some of the biggest name jazz 
players and teachers involved," Towell said. 
Additional information on the Jazz Ensemble I is available from Towell at (606) 783-2198. 
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March 5, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The educational process moved out of the classroom recently for 
two Morehead State University professors and seven students as they attended a meeting of the 
Blue Grass District Dietetic Association in Lexington (Feb. 10). 
Attending the session were Brenda Malinauskas and Nancy Graham, MSU assistant 
professors of nutrition/dietetics, an~ the students: /Karf~et;t, Salyersville senior; Cynthia 
; \ 
i '' ' 
Dombroskas, Morehead senior; ~father·J,f~aste~~.:;~urtlan'd junior; Allison McKinney, 
Br~oksville junior; Melissa,:Pe;J, !Leander j'~iti~~:· Shannon ~-; S~ith, Morehead junior, and 
/'<' ; I" ' \:., of. < > \;;~'-:,-, 
·4_{• I \ / ~ cJ' 
Brian Sperger, Lowmans'ViiJe senior. , , '' :;: ' 
'.: \·,.,, J L .. ~ '~~ ---· : l _~;r· ~"" · 
The program was a weiglit controFsemiiiafwhicliJeatured'a presentation by James 
· ·- f_;{/LJ'.:'~J _. -~ :=:1 ~~tis.·_:_~ .:!.f--~/ . / · 
Anderson entitled "Long-term W~i~'tit;M~a~~ri't~ii't!k~J~~u~ging Word." The meeting was 
' ' ; "'~ '' '',' ::::;- - ",::::·:.-::_~"'•.'''~ OM"'"";,"":.''~- ' 
open to all members of the;Biy~~~mss.Di$trl(;t D.ieietlc 'As~ocia,tiov~ 
-~-:-~\ '1.1..f<'~-"(' ~~ -:.'"· • ~--· '"7\'~,. ··'"' ,. t < .. ~J: / '' 
:,·~ f1:i~~~.·:~;:;:t .- ~= "i''~. :::-::" :;·· -·;1 ,' #,###:~(J/:.ci~·'"'' ' 
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March 5, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jason Newland, a Morehead State University alumnus and member of 
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity, was awarded the J. Edward Zollinger Outstanding Senior Award 
recently in ceremonies at the Carlson Leadership Academy in Knoxville, Tenn. 
Newland, the son of Antonia Newland and Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Newland of Grayson, 
graduated from MSU in December witlf a bachelor's degree in history. While a student, he was 
president of the Order of Omega Greek society, Student Government Association and his fraternity, 
', . :- ' ~·. -
Sigma Phi Epsilon. He also ~erve~ a one-year tercy( as the student repre.sentative on MSU' s Board of 
Regents. ' y i 
I . . . ' 
The outstanding senior awarp is given to ap. outstanding senior in each of the fraternity's 24 
• f ~' ; . ' ) ' ~ : 1 ' • 
, I· '·' , ""' 
districts. Newland was nominated from District 13' which inchides Kentucky and Tennessee. The 
: ".· ;-, , ,,. 
award is based on outstandip.g sch~l~stjc achie~~ment;•fraterlliiyand campus leadership and 
l ' '. ; ~; , - ' ' ' ; ' 
community involvement. •• The fra!e;nitis district govefJior selects .the outstaliding senior from his 
< :., • -' - : , -· 
. \ ' ~ 
district. 
As a result ofNewla~d's a~ard, MS{J'.s Sigma Phi Epsih:m chapter will receive a $500 
. ,._:' :; ;, ·)_'. ' ·,) .~~ -· .. · ., . i 
scholarship for an outstanding sophomore who ·deinonst~ates potential for a leadership role. The 
award, presented by the Sigma Phj ¥psilon Educational.Foundation,, is renewable during his junior 
~/ . 
and senior years. 
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March 6, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---WMKY 90.3 FM, Morehead State University's listener supported radio 
station, has announced its special programs for March and St. Patrick's Day. 
WMKY will broadcast a St. ·Patrick's Day special entitled "Struggle On" on Tuesday, 
March 17, at 9 p.m. The program, hosted by Larry Groce of"Mountain Stage," will feature 
traditional and contemporary music b,Ylrish artists such as·Aitan; Luka Bloom, Mary Black and 
many others. 
' . . 
In March, WMKY will broadcast another installment in the U. ·S.23 Talent Showcase which 
will air on Saturday, March 28, at 8 p.m and repeatedSu~day, April 5, at.4 p.m. The special, 
' . 
recorded at the Mountain Arts Center in Prestonsburg, wirifeatureMSU students Jonathan Estep of 
· .. 
Dwale and David Delaney of Lexington. · 
'. 
Additional information on the prognims is availa!Jle by calling (606) 783-2394. 
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March 6, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--- "Impact! The Threat of Comets and Asteroids" will be the topic of a 
free public talk by internationally-renown radio astronomer Dr. Gerrit L. Verschuur at 8 p.m. 
Monday, March 23, in Duncan Recital Hall on Morehead State University's campus. 
Dr. Verschuur's campus appearance is part of the University's "First Light" celebration of 
its radio telescope and has been made possible through the Harlow Shapley Visiting Lectureships in 
Astronomy, sponsored by the American Astronomical Society. 
Observing "First Light" celebrations is a tradition with new telescopes and are held once 
they become fully operational, according to Dr. Benjamin Malphrus, MSU associate professor of 
science and director of the project. "It has taken us four years to get to this exciting stage and we 
want the public to share in our excitement," Dr. Malphrus said. "We also are pleased to be able to 
incorporate this celebration as part ofMSU's 75th anniversary as a public institution of higher 
' 
learning." 
MSU's radio telescope, funded in part by the Nationa(Science Foundation, is the only such 
instrument in the state and there are fewer than I 00 in the world. 
An adjunct physics professor at the University of Memphis, Dr. Verschuur is the author of 
several popular science books, including "The Invisible Universe," "Cosmic Catastrophes," "Hidden 
Attractions" and "Impact! The Threat of Comets and Asteroids." He also is co-author of the 
textbook "Cosmic Evolution" and served as editor for the graduate textbook "Galactic and Extra 
Galactic Radio Astronomy." 
The radio astronomer's primary research areas include the properties of interstellar neutral 
hydrogen and magnetic fields. Also an inventor/entrepreneur with his name on seven patent 
applications, Dr. Verschuur has taught at universities in Manchester, England, in South Africa, 
Puerto Rico, California and Colorado, where he ran a major planetarium. 
He earned his bachelor's and master's degrees from Rhodes University in South Africa and 
his Ph.D. degree from the University ofManchester, England, where he worked with the 
world-famous Jodrell Bank Radio Astronomy Observatory. Emigrating to the United States in 





Several special activities, all open to the public, are planned to commemorate "First Light," 
including on Friday, March 27, an open house and dedication ofMSU' s Astrophysical Laboratory 
and the radio telescope. Open house will be held from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Astrophysical 
Laboratory, located at the west end of campus on Fifth Street, and the radio telescope on the hill 
behind the laboratory. 
A dedication ceremony will be conducted at 3 p.m. in 213 Lappin Hall with several speakers 
who were involved with the telescope's design and fabrication. Also there will be a slide 
presentation and Dr. Malphrus will present an overview of the instrument and the project's history. 
Among the speakers will be a representative ofKruth-Microwave Electronics Corporation, 
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March 6, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University will offer a Spring Career Day on Tuesday, 
March 24, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., in the Crager Room of the Adron Doran University Center 
(ADUC). 
Thirty-seven employers will be on hand to answer questions about their work, according to 
Dr. Mike Hopper, director of Career Services. 
"Students may bring resum~s and walk in to.talk to anyone they choose," Dr. Hopper said. 
"Pre-registration for the day is not necessary," he said. 
Among the employers scheduled for the event are: MaiTiott Griffin Gate Resort, Kentucky 
, I ,'' ' 
Revenue Cabinet, U.S. S~crei Service, Hitachi Autornotive Products, Emerson Power Transmission 
. ' . ' '' ' 
and WKYT-TV. 
\ ~ .. ·" .. .~. . . 
Additional information is available from Dr.Jiopper at(606)';783-2233 . 
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March 6, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Department of Mathematical Sciences will 
present Math Awareness Week, Monday through Thursday, March 23-26, on the campus. 
Members of the campus and the community have been encouraged to participate in the 
week-long activity, according to Dr. Dora Ahmadi, assistant professor of mathematics and 
coordinator of the events. "Morehead Mayor Brad Collins has signed a proclamation in support of 
the activities and the importance of math at all levels in our daily lives," she said. 
Kicking off the events and running through Thursday will be an aU-day Mathematical 
Mini-Fair on the second floor of Adron Doran University Center (ADUC). 
Problem-solving competitions, which will be held throughout the week, will offer three levels 
of difficulty, including pre-algebra, pre-calculus and calculus. To participate, students may pick up 
the problems at the mini-fair and submit answers by 4:30p.m. each day. 
Also on tap for Tuesday and Wednesday will be a "Mathematics Heritage Exhibit-75 years 
and More" which will be displayed in East Room B, ADUC, from II a.m. until 2 p.m. 
The agenda for Tuesday evening, March 24, will be Fun with Mathematics and Computers. 
This family activity will include working on puzzles or checking out math games on the computer. 
Refreshments will be provided. Beginning at 6:30p.m., films, including Disney's animated "Donald 
in Mathmagic Land" and "There is Life After Math" as well as "Not Knot" will be shown in 208 
Ginger Hall. 
On Wednesday, March 25, a Mathematical Carnival will be held on the second floor of 
ADUC from 10:30 a.m. until3:30 p.m. There will be puzzles, games and problem-solving 
competitions with prizes to be awarded at the banquet on Thursday. 
(MORE) 
Math Awareness Week 
2-2-2-2-2 
Dr. Frank Morgan, Princeton University's 250th Anniversary Distinguished Teaching 
Professor, will speak on Thursday, March 26, at 3 p.m. in 419 Reed Hall. His presentation, entitled 
"The Soap Bubble Geometry Contest," is a guessing game with demonstrations, explanations and 
pnzes. There are no pre-requisites for this fun activity, Dr. Ahmadi said. 
Following his talk, a reception for Dr. Morgan will be held in the Patti Bolin Room, Lloyd 
Cassity Building. The event is free and open to the public. 
Concluding the week will be the MSU Mathematics Banquet on Thursday from 5 to 7 p.m. 
where prizes will be awarded to the winners of the Mathematics Contest. As the evening speaker, 
Dr. Morgan will talk on "Math Chat Contest TV," which is a version of his call-in show that airs in 
Princeton, N.J. 
Beginning on Friday, March 27, and continuing through Saturday, March 28, the Department 
of Mathematical Sciences will host the Kentucky section of the Mathematical Association of 
America's annual meeting. Additional information is available by calling (606) 783-2936. 
A number of other activities also have been scheduled by the Department of Physical 
Sciences during the same week. On Monday, March 23, internationally-renown radio astronomer 
Dr. Gerrit L. Verschuur will give a free public talk on "Impact: The Threat of Comets and 
Asteroids" at 8 p.m. in Duncan Recital Hall. The department will host an open house and dedication 
ofMSU's Astrophysical Laboratory on Friday, March 27. Dr. Benjamin Malphrus, associate 
-
professor of science, will conduct tours of the Morehead Astrophysical Laboratory. 





Pauline Young, Media Relations Director 
Advisory Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox llOO Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
****PLEASE NOTE**** 
A workshop on Morehead State University's 1998-99 operating budget will be conducted for 
the University's Board of Regents at 9 a.m. on Wednesday, March 11, in the Riggle Room, Adron 
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T i p S Pauline Young, Media Relations Director 
------------------------Ju_ili_"_ili~Y~an~c~y~,~D~rr~~~toLr~o~f~fu~s~ti~ru~t~w~n~ru~R~ela~ti~.o~n~s 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
mGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(March 8-14) 
Sunday. March 8 
1 P.M. BASEBALL: MSU vs. Austin Peay, Allen Field; free. Adilitionru information: 
(606) 783-2881. 
3 P.M. SENIOR RECITAL: Rodney Srults, saxophone, Duncan R~itru Hill; free. 
Additionru information: (606) 783-2473. 
5 P.M. JUNIOR RECITd: Scott J3ersl[gfu, percussion, Duncan R~itru Hill; free. 
Additionru information: (606) 783{2473.. '': ' · ' 
'0 d , '-..:: ·:~\,;:-"" 
8 P.M. JUNIOR REfiT4: Jeillrli~r Hugh~, piano, ~riiic!ll,l R~ital Hill; free. 
Adilitionru information: (606) 783~2473.. · · · '_:, 
" ,'" \ ,l > 
~ ,~ 
'j! 
·:• Monday. March1 9 . / ·. 
'\ -<,, ' d- ~~ '. ·- -"~ i-" (~/ ",/ 
·. \'""'! ; .\ ~--~·,,,:. -... · ,~:. "~nr,:.: ·, .· .;:· 
8 P.M. RECITAL: M:SlT +r!lmb<J.fi~._G!J,O,ir; •RJinca:n Reei~Hill; free. Additionru 
information: (606) 783-2473. ···,J -- · • · · 
! -,1,; '-
8 A.M.-3:30P.M. WELLFEST '98, Adron Doran University Center. Adilitionru 
information: (606) 783-2083. 
7 P.M. 'KLASSIC DUDE' COMPETITION, Button Auilitorium, $1 admission fee. 




8 P.M. GRADUATE RECITAL, Duncan Recital Hall; free. Dan McMurray, conductor. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Thursday. March 12 
8 P.M. RECITAL: MSU Jazz Ensemble II, Duncan Recital Hall; free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2473. 
Saturday. March 14 
NOON BASEBALL: MSU vs. University of Tennessee-Martin, Allen Field; free. Also 
March 15, 1 p.m. Additional information: (606) 783-2881. 
3-6-98py 
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March 10, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Alicia Rose Hudson of Noctor should have been listed among those 
students from Breathitt County who completed degree requirements during the Fall1997 
semester. 
Hudson, daughter of Michael and Shirley Hudson, who earned her Bachelor of Music 
Education degree Cum Laude, also, was among those students: named to MSU's Dean's List for 
' 
the Falll997 Semester. 
To be named to the Dean's List, a student must be enrolled full time and have a 3.5 or 
above grade point average forth~ semester. To earn a degree Cum Laude, a student must have a 
' 
cumulative grade point average of ~.5 to 3.59 oxra 4io:scale. 
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March 11, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---By participating in a recycling program, Morehead State University's 
faculty, staff and students are seeing a decline in waste that goes to the landfill each year. 
April D. Haight, recycling and energy conservation coordinator, is so pleased with the results 
that she is looking for ways to increase the program's efforts. 
"We hope to expand what can be recycled by students and where they can go to recycle," 
Haight said. "The residence halls only have recycling bins between Mays and Butler Halls and there 
are some bins in the married housing units at the present time." 
Haight believes the expansion would increase· the amount of recycled. goods and keep 
lowering the landfill's total each year. "Only a few things may be recycled now and we want students 
to have the option of recycling glass, cans, plastics, paper items and cardboard along with everything 
else," she said. 
Recycling and energy conservation officials estimate that MSU now recycles more than 
375,000 pounds each year. This is a tremendous increase from the 42,802 pounds recycled in 1992 
when the program began, Haight said. 
According to data collected by the recycling program, the amount of waste going to the 
landfill has been reduced by 12 percent since 1994. In 1997, 512 trips were made to the landfill to 
discard waste. 
Most people are not aware that the University has that much waste, Haight said. "If the 
trucks were lined up bumper-to-bumper, they would form three rows from the Laughlin Health 
Building to the President's home," she said. 
The recycling program is making changes and expects to have a new look in the coming 
months. In addition to placing more recycling stations around campus, Haight wants the program to 
become more financially independent, establish a new base of operations and combine efforts with 




MSU students also are assisting in ways other than recycling items. Student workers collect 
and dump recycled items and one student, Erica Ellerbusch, Mt. Vernon, lll., junior, has designed a 
new logo. 
Recycling statistics in pounds for 1997 included: aluminum cans, 2,539; appliances, 9, 710; 
cardboard, 93,290; compost, 54,800; glass, 906; office paper, 181,797; reused office supplies, 
11,927; scrap metals, 17,963; plastics, 412; tires/waste oil, 4, 106, and toner cartridges, 1,242. 
"It's fantastic how the amount of waste going to the University landfill is being reduced," 
Haight said, "And we hope to continue seeing improvements during the next couple of years." 
Additional information on the recycling program is available from Haight at (606) 783-5268 
or check out the website at "www.morehead-st.edu/units/plant". 
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March 11. 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Mathematics professor and author Dr. Frank Morgan will speak during 
Morehead State University's Department ofMathematical Sciences Math Awareness Week set for 
Monday through Thursday, March 23-26, on the campus. 
Dr. Morgan, a visiting professor of mathematics at Princeton University, will present "The 
Soap f!ubble Geometry Contest" on Thursday, March 26, at 3 p.m. in 419 Reed Hall. The program, 
which does not require a background in math, will include demonstrations, explanations and prizes. 
A prominent author in his field, Dr. Morgan has three texts that recently published new 
editions: "Geometric Measure Theory: A Beginner's Guide 1995," "Calculus Lite 1997" and 
"Riemannian Geometry: A Beginners Guide 1998." In his exploration, he works in minimal surfaces 
and studies behavior and structure of minimizers in various dimensions and settings. 
After graduating from MIT in 1974, Dr. Morgan continued his education at Princeton where 
he was a National Science Foundation Fellow. At Princeton, he completed an M.A. degree in 1976 
and a Ph.D. degree a year later. He currently is professor of mathematics at Williams College where 
he served as department chair for six years. 
He has received numerous awards for his work including Everett Moore Baker Award for 
excellence in undergraduate teaching, 1982; First National Distinguished Teaching Award, 1992; 
Distinguished Alumnus Award from William Allen High School, 1995. He has held teaching 
positions at Rice, Stanford, University of Massachusetts and Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
and is currently Princeton University's 250th-Anniversary Distinguished Teaching Professor. 
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Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
March 11, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University will host the Regional High School Art 
Exhibition, March 25-April 8, in the gallery, Claypool-Young Art Building. 
The juried show is sponsored by the Kentucky Art Education Association's Burley/Coal 
division. 
This exhibition is especially important because it allows young artists to demonstrate their 
talent, according to Emma Perkins, gallery coordinator. "It provides recognition for the artists and 
encourages younger students to participate in future shows," she said. 
The display will feature more than 900 students' works, encompassing 17 categories. 
Included will be painting, drawing, mixed media, printmaking, fiber arts, sculpture, ceramics, 
jewelry, photography, computer arts and cultural diversity. The winning entries will advance to the 
statewide competition in Paducah. 
Schools may not submit more than 20 entries per high school, according to Robert Franzini, 
chair of the Department of Art. Judging the entries will be MSU faculty and a member ofKAEA. 
Gallery hours are Monday: Friday from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. There is no charge for viewing. 
Additional information is available from Perkins at (606) 783-5446. 
#### 
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Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
SUMMER CAMPS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
June 7-12, Golf Camp. Additionru information: Rex Chaney, (606) 783-2088. 
June 8-11, Champ Team Camp-Women's Basketbill, $165 (10 or more from school attending), 
$185, 5 or more from school attending; $200, 1 c4 from school attending. Additionru 
information: Laura Litter, (606) 783-2126. 
June 12-17, Band Camp. Additionru information: Richard Miles, (606) 783-2485. 
June 14-19, Kenmcky Boys State. Additionru information: Silas Noel, (502) 587-1414. 
' 
June 15-17, lndividuru Champ Camp-Women's Basketbill, Mason County High School; $40 per 
day. 1-4 p.m., grades 1-7; 6-9 p.m., grades 8-12. Additionru information: Laura Litter, 
( 606) 783-2126. 
June 15-18, 19th Annuru Kyle Macy Basketbill Camp, half-day from 8:30- 11 a.m.$80. 
Additionru information: Karen Barker, (606) 783-2087. 
June 15-18, Universru Cheerleaders Association~Junior Cjleer Camp, $187, srudent (resident); 
$167, adviser (resident); $lp, commuter srudent, and $145, commuter adviser. 
Additional information: 1-888-cheeruca. 
June 19-24, Band Camp. Addition1!1 information: Richard Miles, (606) 783-2485. 
June 21-27, Elderhostel Program, $335. Additionru .information: Rodi Jackson, (606) 
783-2077. 
June 22-25, 19th Annuru Kyle Macy Basketbill Camp, Russell High School, half-day from 
9 a.m.-noon, $80. Additionru information: Karen Barker, (606) 783-2087. 
June 23-26, Universru Cheerleaders Association-Dance Camp, $187, srudent (resident); $167, 
adviser (resident); $111, commuter srudent, and $145, commuter adviser. Additionru 
information: 1-888-cheeruca. 
June 24-July 31, Nationru Youth Sports Program, participants must meet eligibility 
requirements. Additionru information: Jack Shelnnire, (606) 783-2180. 
June 26-31, Band Camp. Additionru information: Richard Miles, (606) 2485. 




June 28-July 2, 19th ~ual Kyle Macy Basketball Camp, MSU Overnight Camp, $235. 
Additional information: Karen Barker, (606) 783-2087. 
July 7-10, Universal Cheerleaders Association-Cheer Camp, $187, student (resident); $167, 
adviser (resident); $111, commuter student, and $145, commuter adviser. Additioual 
information: 1-888-cheeruca. 
July 12-16, Football Camp.· Additional information: (606) 783-2020. 
July 12-17, SCience Camp. Additional information: Ron Fiel, (606) 783-2913. 
July 12-18, Elderhostel Program, $350. Additional information: Rodi Jackson, (606) 
783-2077. 
July 14-17, Universal CheerleadersAssociation-Cheer, $187, student (resident); $167, adviser 
(resident); $111, commuter,student;· and $145, commuter adviser. Additional 
information: 1-888-cheeruca. 
July 21-24, Universal Cheerleaders Association-Cheer Camp~ $187, student (resident); $167, 
adviser (resident); $111, commuter student; and $145; commuter adviser. Additional 
information: 1-88S:.cheeruca. , · , · . / 
. ' ' 
July 26-29, Individual Champ.Camp-:Women's~asket~all, $195..piperson (includes housing, 
food, training); $175,.4 or more from school attending. Additional information: Laura 
Litter, (606) 783-2126. ' · - - .- ;\ -
'' ' ' - ·-- ., 
July 27-Aug. 1, Kentucky Pl!Jlce·Instifute:';A.dciitional initirmation: 
422-2421. . } . ' ' . . ' < Stew Shacklette, (502) ' 
: 
July 28-31, Universal Cheerleadimi Ass6dation:,Cheer ckp, $18], ~tUdent (resident); $167, 
adviser (residen~); $H1,. commuter student, and $145, commuter a(iviser. Additional 
information: f-888-cheeruca. ·,' 
. -
Aug. 7-10, Universal CheerleagersAssociation-Cheer,Camp, $187, student (resident); $167, 
adviser (resident); $111,\commtiter student, and $145, commuter adviser. Additional 
information: 1-888-cheeruca, · · 
Due to early deadline, some listings may be subject to change. 
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Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University _ UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 4035JcJ689 606-783-2030 
March 12, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky_---Nine students will compete for $3,500 in awards at the 31st annual 
Miss Morehead State University Scholarship Pageant on Thursday, March 26. 
The program begins at 7:30p.m. in Button Auditorium. Tickets, which may be ordered in 
advance or purchased at the door, are $5 per person. 
Special guests for the evening will be the current Miss MSU, Dalana Marie Hall of 
Burlington, and Miss Kentucky 1997, Lori Menshouse of Ashland. 
Vying for the title of Miss MSU for 1998 will be: 
*Gretchen Folck, the daughter of Cindy and Neal Folck of Beaver Creek, Ohio, is a 
sophomore elementary education major. A graduate of Beaver Creek High School, she is a member 
ofMSU's Black Gospel Ensemble, .Concert Band and Concert Choir. For her talent, she will 
perform a gymnastics routine. 
* Shonna Garland, the daughter of Gary and Debbie Garland of London, is a freshman 
physical therapy major. She is a graduate of North Laurel High School. For her talent in the 
competition, she will play the piano. 
*Tanyeka Ne'on Holt, the daughter of Brenda and David Griggs of Louisville, is a 
freshman. A Whitney M. Young Scholar, she has had poetry published in "Admist The Splendor." 
She is a graduate oflroquois High School in Louisville. Her talent will be a vocal presentation. 
*La' Tonya Renee Merriweather, the daughter of Valerie Gail Davis and Carlos A. 
Merriweather, both of Louisville, is a senior psychology major. She is a member of Sigma Gamma 
Rho Sorority, Inc., and was voted Miss Black and Gold by Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. A 
graduate of Louisville Central Career Magnet Academy in Louisville where she earned an honors 
diploma, she is a member ofMSU Stars and a telecounselor for the University's Office of 
Admissions. In the talent competition, she will sing. 
*Lameca Renee Mickens, the daughter of Judy Mickens of Louisville, is a junior business 
administration major. A 1995 graduate of Southern Hills High School, she is a member ofthe 




*Elizabeth Reeder, the daughter ofF redia and Barry Reeder of Garrison, is a junior music 
education major. Founder of the Education Now And Babies Later (E.N.A.B.L.) program, she is a 
member of the MSU Concert Choir and Gamma Phi Beta social sorority and serves as an 
accompanist for MSU music majors. She is a 1995 honor graduate of Lewis County High School. 
For her talent, she will play the piano. 
*Rachel J o Rogers, the daughter of Roy and Rita Rogers of Campton, is a senior biology 
and communication major. A Regents I Scholar, she is a member of Chi Omega social sorority and 
recipient of the Sorority Pearl Dangle for students who earn a 4.0 grade point average. She is a 
1994 graduate of Wolfe County High School. For her talent, she will sing. 
*Angelica Fikerte Skipwith, the daughter ofPhillips and Lillie Skipwith of Louisville, is a 
sophomore. Coordinator of the Children's Prison Ministry, she is a member of the Baptist Student 
Union, the MSU Forensic Team and ReJOY ce, a creative dance ministry team. She is a 1996 honor 
roll graduate ofPark Tudor School. For the talent portion, she will play the piano. 
*Randi Jo Sturgill, the daughter of Glen and Jo Sturgill of Ashland, is a sophomore English 
education major. A Regents I Scholar, she is a National Dean's List student, a Smith Scholar and 
member of Gamma Beta Phi honor society. She is a_graduate of Boyd County High School. Her 
talent will be a vocal presentation. 
The Miss MSU Scholarship Pageant, sponsored by the University's Student Government 
Association and Panhellenic and Interfraternity Councils, is a preliminary to the Miss America 
Pageant. Contestants are judged on a 1 0-minute interview along with evening wear, swimsuit and 
talent competitions. 
cvd 
Additional information is available by calling (606) 783-2071. 
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Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
March 13, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Jefl' Spradling of Wellington has joined the Office of Institutional 
Relations staff at Morehead State University as publications editor. 
Spradling is responsible for coordinating ofMSU's official publications and for ensuring the 
appropriate use of the University's graphic symbols. 
"Mr. Spradling's background combines extensive experience as a journalist with teaching 
English at the college level, and both of these will be assets to him in his role as publications editor," 
said Judith Yancy, director of Institutional Relations. "His knowleoge·ofthe academic community is 
also a plus. We welcome him to the,MSUfamily." 
' With both a bachelor's degree in journalism and master's degree in English from MSU, 
. - ' 
Spradling is returning to the area after several years in coinrimiiity journalism and more than three 
t' ' -
years teaching at Union College in'Barboiirville.' -'Worki~g afMSUhas been a career goal of mine 
' ' -- - ' ' 
' . ' 
for years," Spradling said.' "It is truly a homecoming:'' ' ..... 
' ' ' ~ ~ ' . . ' '- -.. 
' ·: ·-
Spradling's wife,.Pani, is currently teaching·jburnalism at Union-College and will join him 
later this spring. The couple has one daughter, Katie. 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
March 13, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
LOUISVILLE, Ky.---A public reception and author signing will be held on Saturday, 
March 28, to celebrate the publication of "A Light to the Mountains: Morehead State University, 
1887-1997" by Dr. Donald F. Flatt. 
The reception will be held at Hawley-Cooke Booksellers, Glenview Pointe Shopping 
Center, from 2 to 4 p.m. Dr. John Kleber, former MSU professor of history and editor of the 
"Kentucky Encyclopedia," will host the event. 
All MSU alumni and anyone interested in Kentucky history are encouraged to attend. 
Books will be available and refreshments will be served. 
Reservations may be made by calling Bettie at (502) 895~6789. 
#### 
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Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
ffiGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(March 15-28) 
Monday. March 16 
SPRING BREAK, through March 20, no classes or office hours. 
Monday. March 23 
606-783-2030 
MATII AWARENESS WEEK, through March 28. Adilitionru infonnation: (606) 
783-2919. 
MATHEMATICAL MINI-FAIR, second floor, Adron Doran University Center;. through 
March 26. Additionru infonnation: (606) 783-i919. 
8 P.M. LECTURE: "Impact! The Threat of Comets and Asteroids," Duncan Recitru 
Hill, free. Speaker: lntemationilly-renown radio astronomer Dr. Gerrit L. Verschuur. 
Additionru infonnation: (606) 783-2212. . 
Tuesday. March 24 
10 A.M. SPRING CAREER DAY, Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center. 
Additionru infonnation: (606) 783-2233. 
3 P.M. BASEBALL: MSU vs. Marshiill University, Allen Field; free. Additionru 
infonnation: (606) 783c2881. · · · 
8 P.M. SENIORRECITAL: DuWayrie Drue, tr~mbone.,Dum~an·Recitru Hill; free. 
Additionru infonnation: · (606) 783-2473. 
: ·Wednesday. March 25 . 
8 A.M. - 4 P.M. HIGH SCH~OL ART mCHmiTION, gillery, Claypool-Young Art 
Building; weekdays, through AprilS. Adilitionru irifonnation: (606) 783-5446. 
10:30 A.M.-3:30P.M. MATIIEMATICAL CARNIVAL, second floor, Adron Doran 
University Center. Adilitionru infonnation: (606) 783-2919. 
2 P.M. SOFTBALL: MSU vs. University of Kenmcky, softbill field; free. Additionru 
infonnation: (606) 783-5283. 





5 P.M. RECEPTION for "Friends and Folk" hosts Steve Young, Harvey Pennington and 
Steve Buckner, Commonwealth Room, Adron Doran University Center. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2001. 
Thursday. March 26 
3 P.M. LECTURE: "The Soap Bubble Geometry Contest," 419 Reed Hall, free; 
reception to follow in Patti Bolin Room, Lloyd Cassity Building, free. Presenter: Dr. Frank 
Morgan, . Princeton U Diversity's 25 Oth Anniversary Distinguished Teaching Professor. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2919. 
2:30P.M. MEN'S TENNIS: MSU vs. Murray State University, courts; free. 
Additional information: (606) 784-4066. 
7:30P.M. lMISS MSU SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT, Button Auditorium,$5 admission. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2071. 
Friday. March 27 
KENTUCKY SECTION OF MATHEMATICAL ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
ANNUAL MEETING, campus, through March 2&. Additional information: (606) 783-2936. 
8 A.M. 1998 WILMA E. GROTE SYMPOSIUM FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF 
WOMEN, Adron Doran University Center; continues through March 28. Registration necessary. 
Fee, $90. Additional information: (606) 783-2678. 
9 A.M.- 2 P.M. OPEN HOUSE AT THEASROPHYSICAL LABORATORY; 3 P.M. 
DEDICATION OF RADIO TELESCOPE, 213 Lappin Hall, free. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2212. 
8 P.M. LECTURE: "Soap Bubbles 1998," Ill Claypool-Young Art Building, free. 
Speaker: Dr. Frank Morgan, math professor at Williams College. Additional information: (606) 
783-2936. 
Saturday. March 28 , 
II: 30 A.M. LECTURE: "Bridging the Gap Between Education Research and Teaching 
Practice," Ill Claypool-Young Art Building, free. Speaker: Dr. Ed Dubinsky, professor in the 
math and computer department at Georgia State University. Additional information: (606) 
783-2936. 
NOON SOFTBALL: MSU vs. West Virginia Tech, softball field; free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-5283. 




T i p S Pauline Young, Media Relations Director 
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Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
APRIL IDGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Aprill, Men's Tennis: MSU vs. Xavier University, courts, 3 p.m.; free. Addition~ 
information: (606) 784-4066. 
606-783-2030 
April2, Faculty Reci~: Stacy Baker, mba, Duncan Reci~ Hall, 8 p.m.; free. Addition~ 
information: (606) 783-2473. 
April3, Founders Day, campus, all day. Activities include: Retirement Breakfast, Crager 
Room, Adron Doran University Center, 8 a.m.; $5 per person; Unveiling Historic~ 
Markers, 10 a.m.; Time Capsule Burl~, 10:15 a.m.; Memori~ Plaza Dedication, 
10:30 a.m.; Noon luncheonto honor MSU Fellows and Benefactors, Crager Room, 
speaker: Leonard Hardin, chair of the Council" on Postsecondary Education; $6 per 
person; Convocation and Awards Ceremony, Button Auditorium, Gov. Paul Patton, 
speaker; presentation of Award'fm: University SerVice,. 2 p.m.; Alumni Hall of Fame 
Dinner, Crager Room, ADUC, 6:30p.m.; new members will be inducted; $15 per 
person; Tickets must be ordered in advanee: (606) 783-2071. 
April4, futernation~ Banquet, Crager Room, Adron Doran UniversitY Center, 5:30p.m.; ticket 
required. Addition~.information: (606) 783-2759. ·. 
AprilS, Junior Reci~: Amanda Liyhe, flute, and AgriaJ)owd, clarinet, Duncan Reci~ Hall, 
5 p.m.; free. Addition~ in~orimition: (606) 783~2473. 
AprilS, Senior Reci~: Kim Thomas, ~mpet, Duncan Reci~ Hall, 8 p.m.; free. Addition~ 
information: (606) 783-2473. ·· · · · · 
April 7, Region 5 FBLA Day, .;ampu~, _8 a.m. -Ao'<;Iitionhl ilifornia~idn:''(606) 783-2730. 
' ~' ,"-' . ,--~ -- ,, ·>"' 
April 7, Junior Reci~: · D~rekHfuderliter, saxophone; Duncan Reci~Hall, 8 p.m.; free. 
Addition~ information: (606) 783-2473. · · ·• ' 
April 8, Department of Leadership and Secondary Education's 16th Annual Counseling 
Conference, "A Counseling Potpoutri," Adr,oil. D,oran University Center, 8 a.m.; 
registration fee. Addition~ information: '(606) 783c2502~ 
AprilS, High School Art Day, C~ypool-Young Art Building. Additional information: (606) 
783-2766. 
' ' ' ' ' /" '. ' ' 
April 8, Baseball: MSU vs. Belmont (DH), Allen Field, 1 p.m.; free. Addition~ information: 
(606) 783-2881. 
April9, Junior Soprano Reci~: Carrie Hegge and Barbara Parker, Duncan Reci~ Hall, 
8 p.m.; free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
AprillO, Region~ Foreign Language Festiv~, campus, 8 a.m. Addition~ information: (606) 
783-2582. 
(MORE) 
· April Highlights 
2-2-2-2-2 
April10, Baseball: MSU vs. Eastern lllinois (DH), Allen Field, noon; free; also Aprilll, 
1 p.m. Additional information: (606) 783-2881. 
April13, Second Annual Phi Kappa Phi Honors Showcase, Adron Doran University Center, 
4:30p.m. Additional information: (606) 783-2807. 
April13-14, Red Cross Bloodmobile, Button Drill Room. 
Apri113-16, Preregistration for Summer I, II and Fall1998. Additional information: (606) 
783-2008. 
April13-18, Theatre, "Long Ago and Far Aw11,y," Kibbey Theatre, 8 p.m.; reservations 
required. Additional information:· (606) 783-2170. 
April14, Baseball: MSU vs. Cincinnati, Allen Field, 3 p.m.; free. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2881. 
April14, Faculty Recital: Larry Keenan, keyboards, Duncan Recital Hall, 8 p.m.; free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April15-24, Sophomore Art Exhibition, gallery, Claypool-Yqung Art Building; free. Opening 
reception, gallery, 7-9 p.m.; free. Additional information; (606) 783-2766. 
' . 
April15-17, Kentucky Association of Blacks in Higher Education meeting. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2650. 
Apri115, Baseball: MSU vs .. Louisville, Allen Field, 3 p.m.; free. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2881. .' ' .. ' . : . .. .. . 
•' . 
April16, Phi Kappa Phi Annual Sp'ring Bariquet,.Crager Ro~m, Adron Doran University 
Center, 6:30p.m. Additional infotmation: · (696) 783-2195. 
. ~ . 
Apri116, Recital: MSU Concert (jhoir and Chamber Singers, .Dmican Recital Hall, 8 p.m.; 
free. James Ross Beane; cmiductor; Additional information: : (606) 783-2473. 
-' - - ,' 
April18, Science Olyn:ipiad; C!impus, 8 a:m. Addittonalhlormation: (606) 783-2913. 
April18-25, WMKY S~iillg Fu~d Drive. Additlonal information:. c6o6) ,783-2394. 
April18, Baseball: MSU vs." Eastern Kentucky (DH), .Allen Field, noon; free; also Apri119, 
1 p.m. Additional itlformation: : (606) 783~2881.'' · ; · 
.. ' ' ' :> 
April18, Softball: MSU vs. Southeast Missouri, softball field, 2 p.m.; free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-52~3.' · · 
April19, Softball: MSU vs. East~rn Illiriois,. softball fieid, 1 p.m.; free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-5283. 
Apri119, Senior Recital: Elmer White, trombone, Duncan Recital Hall, 8 p.m.; free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April22, Softball: MSU vs. Eastern Kentucky, softball field, 3 p.m.; free. Additional 




April23, Recital: MSU Tuba-Euphonium Ensemble, Duncan Recital Hall, 8 p.m.; free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. . 
April24, Guest Recital: Pamela Burns, soprano, Duncan Recital Hall, 8 p.m.; free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2473. 
April 25, Softball: MSU vs. Middle Tennessee State University, softball field, 2 p.m.; free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
April 25, Spring Gala "Rhapsody on the Riviera," campus; reservation required. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2022. 
April 26, Softball: MSU vs. Tennessee Tech, softball field, 2 p.m.; free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-5283. 
April26, Senior Recital: Cristy Griffm, trumpet, Duncan Recital Hall, 3 p.m.; free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April 26, Senior Recitals: Scott Corbin, euphonium, and Andrew Kline, horn, Duncan Recital 
Hall, 5 p.m.; free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April26, Student Recital: Lori Stewart, bassoon, Duncan Recital Hall, 8 p.m.; free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April27, Softball: MSU vs. Tennessee State University, softball field, 2 p.m.; free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-5283. 
April28, Recital: Opera Works, Duncan Recital Hall, 8 p.m.; free. Dr. Roma Prindle, 
director. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April29-May 13, Senior Art Exhibition, gallery, Claypool-Young Art Building; free. Opening 
reception, gallery, 7-9 p.m.; free. Additional information: (606) 783-2766. 
April30, Recital: MSU Jazz Ensembles, "A Salute to Big Bands," Duncan Recital Hall, 
8 p.m.; free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Due to early press deadlines, some listings may be subject to change. 
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Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
MAY IDGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
May 3, Academic Awards Convocation, Button Auilltorium, 2 p.m. Adilltionru information: 
(606) 783-2807 0 
May 4, Research and Creative Productions Luncheon, Crager Room, Adron Doran University 
Center, 11:30 a.m. Additionru information: (606) 783-2010. 
May 5, Caudill College of Humanities Luncheon, Crager Room, Adron Doran University 
Center, 11:30 a.m. Adilltionru information: (606) 783-2807. 
May 6, College of Education and Behavioru Sciences Breakfast, Crager Room, Adron Doran 
University Center, 7:30a.m. Adilltionru information: (606) 783-2807. 
May 6, Baseball: MSU vs. Sue Bennett, Allen Field, 3 p.m.; free. Adilltionru information: 
(606) 783-2881. 
May 6, All Sports Banquet, Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center, 6 p.m.; ticket 
required. Adilltionru information: (606) 783-2088. 
May 7, College of Science and Technology Luncheon, Crager Room, Adron Doran University 
Center, 11:30 a.m. Additionru information: (606) 783-2807. 
May 8, College of Business Honors/Scholarship Banquet, Commonweruth Room, Adron Doran 
University Center, 6:30p.m. Additional iiiformation: (606) 783-2807. 
May 9, MSU vs. Austin Peay, (DH), Allen Field, 1 p.m.; free. Also May 10 at 1 p.m. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2881. 
May 11-15, Finru Examinations for Spring Semester; except for May 13, Reading Day, no day 
exams. 
May 15, Board of Regents Meeting, Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center, time TBA. 
Additionru information: (606) 783-2030. 
May 16, Spring Commencement, Academic-Athletic Center, 10:30 a.m. Adilltionru 
information: (606) 783-2008. 
Due to early press deadlines, some listings may be subject to change. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---"Women's Voices in Politics and Policy" is the theme for the eighth 
annual Wilma E. Grote Symposium for the Advancement of Women slated for Thursday-Saturday, 
March 26-28, at Morehead State University. 
The symposium will open with a reception atthe Morehead Holiday Inn on Thursday, 
March 26, beginning at 7 p.m. 
Speakers from across the country will make presentations on a variety of topics on Friday 
and Saturday in the Adron Doran University Center. Among the papers to be presented are 
"Women Against Themselves: A Political Suicide," by Dr. Juliana Taiwo Makinde, professor of 
feminist studies at the University of Minnesota; "In Their Own Voices: What Alaskan Women Say 
About Campaigning, Discrimination, and Why They Run for Political Office," by Dr. Barbara 
Mishler, professor of communication at Matanuska-Susitna, College of Alaska: "My Hopeless 
Campaign: Insights into the Wilderness of the 1993 Canadian Federal Election" by Dr. Rita Egan, 
MSU assistant professor of education, ''Worker's Angels" by Dr. Patti Swartz, MSU assistant 
professor of English, and "African-American Women from the Pages of Black Weekly Newspapers" 
by Dr. Kenneth Sexton, assistant professor of jourmilism. 
At Friday evening's banquet, novelists and playwrights Norma Cole and Nancy Elliott will 
present "Just Desserts." The play, based on Eliza Calvert Hall's book "Aunt Jane of Kentucky," 
portrays the suffragist movements and how, despite difficult circumstances, the women rose to each 
occasion by standing up for themselves and each other.· 
Rebecca Jackson, Jefferson County Clerk, will be the speaker for Saturday's lunc;heon. As an 
entrepeneur, she started the Consultants for Educational Programs, Inc., an organization that 
consults with universities and other professional organizations to design and implement educational 
programs. 
(MORE) 
Wilma E. Grote Symposium 
2-2-2-2-2 
Jackson also founded JobCenter, Inc., an employment agency which places disabled workers 
in competitive jobs in local community businesses. On two occasions, she was selected to represent 
the U.S. in serving as one of25 delegates to participate in the International Republican Institute's 
mission to observe Russia's parliamentary elections. She is currently serving her second term as 
clerk ofJ efferson County. 
The symposium creates an interactive atmosphere where individuals from different 
backgrounds can share their knowledge, research and creativity, according to Marilyn Mote-Yale, 
MSU associate professor of government and conference coordinator. 
The fee for the symposium is $90 which includes materials, a welcome reception, Friday's 
banquet as well as a continental breakfast and lunch on Saturday. 
Students may attend all sessions, except for meal functions, at no charge, but should register 
in advance. Those students wishing to attend meal functions will be charged $10 per day. 
For those wishing to register for only one day of the symposium, the fee is $50 for Friday or 
$30 on Saturday. 
To register for the conference, mail a check payable to Women's Symposium, Morehead 
State University, 201 Ginger Hall, Morehead, KY 403 51-1689. Additional information is available 
from Mote-Yale at (606) 783-2354. · 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Department ofNursing and Allied Health 
will celebrate its 25th anniversary on Friday, April 3, from 8:30a.m. to 3 p.m. in Reed Hall. 
The day will be filled with meetings, a luncheon and presentation of awards, according to 
Shelby Shires, assistant professor of nursing who is coordinating the event. "We're having a daylong 
reunion and have invited our alumni back to see the pr~gram's new look. 
I ' I 
I " · . ' : - ~ I 
"We want our alums to return to the·campus so·cwe can show them how we've changed over 
; I, ,/ • • ' •., 
the years," Shires added. . ' 
Highlights of the day include class reu11;ions, gt~etings from Dr. Gt:rald DeMoss, dean of the 
I , ,L •u, c 
College of Science &nd Technology, land a luncheon with Michael-L. Grey, associate professor at the 
. <' '·' ; '. • ~, • '~ • ' - • ' 
·., ' ' . · · . ·I •· <' , • 
School ofTechnical Careers at Southen-;'Illinois Uhiversit{ as the keynote speaker. Awards will be 
C• ,,•- - u~ ' ·-- •• -·--·· .. 
-::. - ' ' . - . ' - .\ - ' .· ' 2 '1 i 
presented to outstanding al!Jmni in th)':'ADN (associate _degi-t\e' mirsirig), )3§;N (baccalaureate of 
- . - " . ' . . i - -~,)'-
• • ,, • - - ·,, ' :,--;--· ;·,·.·.·_ •.•••. -~ :_,·· •• _ .... ,_ •I 
science in nursing) and RadiologiC:j'echnolo'gy p,r~gratri's' · ~ ; · :: ·. ~; .·· -~ \ 
- - " -·. 
The event will pr~vide an opportunity for our graduates to celebratb~the department's 
advancements since 1973. The prbgr~hl 'has· g'oii!l throhgh several changes, according to Dr. Betty 
' • - ' ·- - ... - '· .... ·! . \ ·- • . 'J -
Porter, chair of the department who, has been a memper.of the ~ursing faculty for most of the 25 
.' i ' ' ' 
.•. r , I 
years. ! '.·' .• 
"We (the department) have evolved to teaching our specialties in the 25 years I've been here," 
Dr. Porter said. "When I first arrived, professors would have to teach everything, but now we've 
become more specialized in our areas of teaching." The department had to adapt as the world 
changed, she added. 
(MORE) 
Nursing and Allied Health 
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MSU' s nursing program, which began as a two-year offering, has grown by leaps and 
bounds. The associate degree for nursing was accredited in 1982. The department added a four-
year degree to the program in 1986 and celebrated its first graduating class in 1988. The radiologic 
technology program was established in the 1980s, with a four-year degree option added to the 
program in the 1990s. 
In addition to adding courses, the department also began a cooperative venture with the 
University of Kentucky. In 1996, MSU and UK completed an agreement for nursing practitioners to 
receive a Master of Science degree in nursing. Another-agreement was completed last year, giving 
nurses with a two-year degree the opportunity to eam.a Master of Science degree from UK after 
' ' ' . 
completing a baccalaureate degree from MSU. 
Another change in the department has been an increase in the male population in nursing. 
MSU's male nurses now make up 25 percent of the class, as compared with the national average of 
only 5 percent. 
"The major changes were inade to correspond with the changes in health care through the 
' . 
years," Dr. Porter said. "The department, nursing program and graduates have done quite well," she 
. . . 
said. 
The celebration in the departmentis being held as part ofMSU's year long 75th anniversary ... 
celebration as a public institution of higher learning and hs 1998 Fo~nder's Day activity. Additional 
information is available from Shires at (606) 783"2815. 
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Phot Pauline Young, Media Relations Director Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
MATH AWARENESS PROCLAIMED 
By order of Morehead Mayor Brad Collins and in conjunction with Morehead State University's 
Department of Mathematical Sciences, the week of March 23-26 has been declared Math Awareness 
Week. The University has planned a number of activities which are free and open to the public. Dr. 
Rodger Hammons, left, department chair, joined Mayor Collins for the signing of the official 
proclamation which emphasizes the importance of math in our daily lives. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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March 13, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Severa! Morehead State University students majoring in dietetics and 
their teacher left the classroom for educational training by attending programs in their field. 
The students were accompanied by Brenda Malinauskas, MSU assistant professor of 
nutrition/dietetics. 
Attending a seminar, entitled "Alternative Medicine," sponsored by the Institute for Natural 
Resources, were: John Gray, Staffordsville senior; Stacie Siders, Worthington junior; Stacy Piper, 
Olive Hill senior; Linda Slauson, Greenup senior, and Sarah Kelly, Newburgh Ind., senior. The 
session was led by Dr. Maritina Cartwright, registered dietitian. 
Malinauskas also participated in a facility tour of the Anderson County Health Department in 
Oak Ridge, Tenn., while on the campus outing. The clinic is one of three in the nation that provides 
alternative methods of nutrition education for the community. 
Nine students and Malinauskas attended an eating disorder awareness seminar, sponsored by 
the Blue Grass District Dietetic Association and held in Lexington. The session, entitled 
"Compulsive Eating Disorders: Is it Today's Norm," featured Dr. Kelly Hill, Dr. Lisa Danford, and 
Tina Thompson, registered dietitian, as speakers. 
Attending were: Krissy Acra, Lawrenceburg, Ind., junior; Kari Arnett, Salyersville senior; 
Michael Chandler, Jackson junior; Cynthia Dombroskas, Morehead senior; Heather LeMaster, 
Wurtland junior; Nichole Lewis, Morehead senior; Allison McKinney, Brooksville junior; Shannon 
L. Smith, Morehead junior, and Shay Whitehead, L!!xington senior. 
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March 14, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
JACKSON, Ky.---Students from the area are invited to learn more about programs at 
Morehead State University during a "Meet MSU Night" scheduled for Monday, March 23, at 
7 p.m. at the Breathitt County High School. 
Representatives from the University, including those from admissions, fmancial aid, 
housing and the academic departments will be available to answer questions about campus life 
and opportunities. 
"All high school juniors and seniors who ar~ interested in attending college should stop by 
during the evening," said Dr. Beverly McCormick, MSU assistant vice president for enrollment 
management. "Our goal is to'inak~ it a smooth t~sition from high school to college and that . . . 
• . I ,·· 
will only be accomplished. '\'fhen students are aware of all their options," 
" ' ' ... 
The evening program ·will· include an overview o[life as 'a college student with remarks 
from representatives of various units. An opportuitity'to cheek out displays and enjoy 
. ' 
refreshments will conclude the activity. ', ' 
BCHS students will have ari.additional opPortunity. to bt(college students on that day when 
MSU faculty members visit the school for apreviev,.of college ~lasse( 
Additional info~ation~ on~ the M~t MSU Night is· av'ail~ble from ¥SU' s Office of 
·.. -- \, 
Admissions at (606) 783~2000 or 1-800-585-6781. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Sixteen new Morehead· State University Fellows will be recognized at 
the University's Founders Day luncheon at noon Friday, April 3, in the Adron Doran University 
Center. 
As of today, MSU's total support from individuals in this major gifts program exceeds 
$7 million, according to Keith Kappes, chief executive officer of the MSU Foundation, Inc. "With 
these additions to the program, our membership now includes more than 250 Fellows," he said. 
The 1998 Fellows include Willie and Trina Blair of Lexington, James P. and Jane Pruitt of 
Pikeville, Dr. Jack D. and Janis C. Ellis, Dr. Don and Carolyn Flatt, Shirley P. and the late Steve A 
Hamilton, Brian A and Elizabeth Hutchinson and Dr. Michael R. and Marilyn Moore, all of 
Morehead, and Thomas and Judith Yancy of Clearfield. 
To become a Fellow, an individual or couple must provide a cash gift of$10,000 or a 
property gift valued at $12,500 or a deferred gift in the amount of$25,000. The cash requirement 
may be achieved through minimum annual gifts of$1,000. 
Also during the luncheon, MSU will honor several special friends of the University for their 
support. Recognition will be given to Bonnie C. Eaglin as the Volunteer Fund Raiser of the Year, to 
Dr. Ben Malphrus and H. Jack Webb as the Outstanding Faculty/Staff Fund Raisers of the Year, and 
to Terry W. Ensor as the Foundation Board Member of the Year. 
Leonard V. Hardin, chairman of the Council on Postsecondary Education, will be the 
luncheon speaker. A Louisville banker and graduate of the University of Louisville, Hardin has been 
chairman of the National City Bank of Kentucky since 1996. A former president and chairman of the 
Kentucky Bankers Association, he is active in several Louisville area organizations and serves on 
numerous boards. 
With Founders Day 1998, MSU wraps up a year-long celebration of its 75th anniversary as a 
state institution of higher learning. While the University dates back to 1887 when its predecessor 





"As we take time out to reflect upon our rich heritage and bright future, it is most 
appropriate that we recognize individuals who have helped us in fulfilling our mission to this region," 
said MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin. 
MSU's observance of Founders Day will begin at 8 a.m. with a special breakfast for retired 
faculty and staff at which Dr. Eaglin will recognize new retirees. The breakfast will be open to 
anyone wishing to attend and tickets will be available along with those for other meal functions. 
Following the breakfast, several special events are planned including the unveiling of two 
historical markers at 10-a.m., burial of a time capsule at 10:15 a.m. and the dedication ofthe 
Memorial Plaza near the Little Bell Tower at 10:30 a.m. The time capsule, to be opened in 2022, is 
a project of the MSU Student Alumni Ambassadors. 
Gov. Paul E. Patton will be the speaker for the annual Founders Day Convocation and 
Awards Ceremony at 2 p.m. in Button Auditorium. MSU's Founders Day Award for University 
Service also will be presented at this event which is free and open to the public. 
Capping the day will be the Alumni Awards Dinner at 6:30p.m., where new members will be 
inducted into the Alumni Hall of Fame. 
All meal functions will be held in the Crager Room, Adron Doran University, and tickets will 
go on sale Monday, March 23. Breakfast tickets are $5 per person, luncheon tickets are $6 per 
person, while dinner tickets are $15 each. 
The deadline for reservations is Tuesday, March 31, and tickets must be picked up no later 
than 4:30p.m. that day. Tickets will be available in the Office of Student Activities on the second 
floor of ADUC, at the Alumni Center and at the Palmer Development House. 
Additional information on tickets or Founders Day may be obtained by calling the Alumni 
Center at (606) 783-2080 or toll-free at 800-783-2586 and the MSU Foundation at (606) 783-2031 
or toll-free at 800-833-4483. 
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March 20, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Students, faculty, staff and friends from all over the world will join 
together to feast on dishes from other lands at Morehead State University.'s International Banquet on 
Saturday, April 4. 
The Cosmopolitan Club will host the banquet in the Crager Room of the Adron Doran 
University Center, beginning at 5:30p.m. Members of the MSU family and the community are 
invited to attend. 
"The banquet meal will feature a variety of international foods," said Clement Liew, 
International Student Services coordinator. "The program will include an awards presentation, 
international fashion show and performances by MSU students," he said. 
"Some students will perform dances or songs from their native country during the banquet," 
Liew said. "Other student organizations, faculty and staff members will want to attend to enjoy the 
· dishes as all the food V{ill be prepared by international representatives or students in the community." 
The Cosmopolitan Club is composed ofMSU students including international students. It 
provides an opportunity for socialization and academic enrichment. 
The cost to attend the banquet is a covered dish or $8 for adults, $3 for children and $5 for 
MSU students with a valid Id card. 
Additional information is available from Liew at (606) 783-2759 or Rita E. Atiase, Abidjanoi, 
Ghana, sophomore and president of the Cosmopolitan Club, at ( 606) 783-4543. 
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March 21, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Kentucky section of the Mathematical Association of America 
will meet on the Morehead State University campus Friday and Saturday, March 27-28. 
Math professors from more than 100 colleges and community colleges will visit the 
campus for a variety of short courses, workshops and paper presentations, according to Randy 
Ross, associate professor of mathematics who is coordinating the activity. 
Highlights of the two-day program will include lectures by two authorities in the field. 
On Friday, March 27, Dr. Frank Morgan, professor at Williams College and the Princeton 
University's 250th Anniversary Distinguished Teaching Professor, will speak at 8 p.m. in 111 
Claypool-Young Art Building. His presentation is entitled "Soap Bubbles 1998." 
On Saturday, March 28, Dr. Ed Dubinsky, professor in the math and computer 
department at Georgia State University and second vice president of the Mathematical Association 
of America, will speak at 11:30 a.m. in 111 Claypool-Young. He will discuss "Bridging the Gap 
Between Education Research and Teaching Practice." 
Both talks are free and open to the public. 
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March 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's sixth annual gala, "Rhapsody on the 
Riviera," set for Saturday, April 25, will transport guests to the glittering world of casin<is, elegant 
restaurants and palatial hotels where the elite escape for entertainment and rejuvenation. 




"The past five galas have rai~e&n~arly $170,"000, ~nabling various academic departments to 
t ·-e~-' "·~:-.~, " # ~)·~i/ : L.,, 
purchase equipment, provide eriii.chinent experiences for students'andfor outreach programs in the 
:•.· ' > ' 1 ..-~ 
/:~' \ ~·. ~'\ /i ' , ~,\':~ 
region," according to Borup~ Eaglin,• Dr. 'Christopn~r:Gallaher;ar)d S~~eJte Redwine in addition to. 
/ ··<\ i l : < I' ! ~ ~ -// "' 
Mrs. Eaglin serve as membe!~ ;of,thJ7g!lla'.~ e,xclcl!tiv~, conffilit~e~. ' J 
~, '\.Y ~~'~' , - - •. ·,~;. 1 ~;;':1ir;1,~ 1 ".. \ U\/ ,.;_'<:J l· ... L :tU 1 -~L~~f --~-- ' ' 
This year's gala-goers ~II!be;ii-~iited fo a·preiili~r~:otrmusical revue, "Rhapsody on the 
I (~,,J!f •-' ;_, ·":.-!:. ,._ ,, ±·2 ,.,_.-,. " ~;_j i 
1~•"'"'''--:;-M-:::::~-::~ -::::-:;_:~~ -- : ~ ~~~ :-- '? '._ ~~~ --~-
Riviera," as well as gaming,-hors'd'oeii\lres; oesserts,and.a silenfaiidion, while music from big band 
- _" ~-:~~: -:{ [\._,~),:./!d~·\'; "-·~-~~-~:~~~:;::;/_./ -, ~·-~;)t~)-_~/ ';!:~~;~~~--:> 
to rock and roll will aliem,ate fgr.il}~;guests~.-dapciiig•pl~!l~ti.~:-:"·-=-, .::lf ;;?' 
J~~.' .' ~-~·},;):,::--;~:<JtU -5'~·-. • ' :-~~ ~; --' "'L~"- , '•~-,c.:7~:"'} t~:,~-:~~~_i\'\ 
Gaia-goers ma~{chose between two packages for the evening, botll;~~ve a reservation 
deadline of AprillO. The d,~jf~~-V~c:~~,ge ~~f~~Jsd7t5 p;r ~;rtyn begins with a 6 p.m. reception 
~l \,-"'1·~\./li'' \. ,· \J ~)I ;_..' .. hv\\j"'<.:;;. 
at the Adron Doran University Center, followed by dinner at 6:30p.m. and the premiere of"R~gtime 
/~· .. ~; "') \ ·l ~ 
; ;l ,! n , 
on the Riviera." Valet parking Will .be'pFovi~e4.i- ·' ·; ,if:: [: 
1'\.,_w,'/' ( ._...·,Jji:: "• ~"->J '.,"J..! \..\../ 
Those selecting the second level package at $50 per person will begin their evening at 8 p.m. 
in Button Auditorium with the musical revue, followed by a dessert buffet. Afterwards, the entire 





"The gala is an event that many of the region's residents eagerly await and the evening 
provides us the perfect venue to showcase the talents of our students, faculty and alunini while 
raising money for academic programs," Mrs. Eaglin said. 
"We invite all of the University's friends to join us as we recreate the ambiance of the 
glamorous world and beautiful people of Monte Carlo and the Riviera with 'Rhapsody on the 
Riviera'." 
Assisting the gala executive committee with the planning and arrangements for the evening is 
a steering committee whose membership includes Mrs. Pat Goodpaster of Ashland, Mrs. Alice Kay 
I . •• .~ 
I 
" .···· . . . ··. ' 
McGinnis of Greenup, Mrs. Betty Wood of Maysville and the following members of the campus 
;::...:::"·:.~- .· . ;-. •:,_.; ~~ .--. __ , .. -
and Morehead community: AI ;B8Jdwin, Dr. Yvonne Baldwin, ~s. I,aradean Brown, Dr. Michael 
i '.: : . 
'• I l ·' ,: • 
Carrell, Mrs. Bobbie Caudill, Robert Franzini, Dr. Andrew Glendening, l:)r. William Higginbotham, 
.,· 
' ,, . ' . .~~ 
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March 24, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University will observe "First Light" of its radio 
telescope with an open house and dedication of its Astrophysical Laboratory on Friday, March 27. 
The radio telescope, funded in part by the National Science Foundation, is the only such 
instrument in the state. There are fewer than 100 radio telescopes of this type in the world. 
"First Light" is traditionally observed when new telescopes become fully operational, 
according to Dr. Benjamin Malphrus, MSU associate professor of science who is project director. 
"We are pleased that our special event coincides with the University's celebration of its 75th 
anniversary as a public institution of higher learning," he said. 
Open house at the Astrophysical Laboratory, located near the west end of campus on Fifth 
Street, and the radio telescope will be held from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Tours of the facility will be 
available. 
The celebration will then move to 213 Lappin Hall where a formal dedication ceremony will 
be conducted at 3 p.m. with several speakers who played roles in the telescope's design and 
fabrication. Dr. Malphrus will present an overview of the instrument and the project's history. A 
slide presentation also is planned. 
Other speakers include a representative ofKruth-Microwave Electronics Corporation, 
Washington, D.C., and Dan Puckett ofPuckett Engineering, Mt. Sterling. 
Earlier in the week, internationally-renown radio astronomer Dr. Gerrit L. Verschuur was on 
campus to present a public lecture, "Impact! The Threat of Comets and Asteroids" under the 
auspices of the Harlow Shapley Visiting Lectureships in Astronomy, sponsored by the American 
Astronomical Society. 
Construction of the telescope was an interdisciplinary effort, cutting across several academic 
programs. Students in the Department oflndustrial Education and Technology designed and 
installed the circuitry. Students and faculty in manufacturing, electronics, information (computer) 




The radio telescope is designed to detect radio frequency radiation emitted from "highly 
energetic objects" in space, such as galaxies. After this radiation is concentrated and focused, it is 
converted to electrical signals and sent to a computer which displays the data. The computer also 
can generate a visual picture. 
The telescope will function as a research instrument in astronomy and astrophysics, an as 
active laboratory in astronomy, physics, electrical engineering, and computer science, and as a 
research instrument and lab for science teacher education programs. 
Assisting Dr. Malphrus with the project have been Dr. Russell L. Brengelman and Dr. David 
R. Cutts, professors of physics; MichaelS. Combs of Hazard, graduate assistant; Dr. Jack Whidden, 
chair of the Department ofPhysical Science, and Dr. Gerald DeMoss, dean of the College of Science 
and Technology. 
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March 25, 1998 
FOR I.Ml\1EDIA TE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The 1997 graduating class ofMorehead State University's students 
majoring in pre-medicine had a 93 percent success rate of acceptance into medical schools. Fifteen 
of the 16 applicants were accepted in the three medical school programs in the state. 
Accepted into the University of Kentucky were: Betsy Bailey of Olive Hili, Mitchell May of 
Morehead, LaTonia Rice ofCampt .. on; Rachel Short ofOlive Hill and Chad Thacker of Shelbiana. 
The students accepted into tl1e University of Louisville were: Kevin Bays of Olive Hill, 
Briana Boyd of Betsy Layne, Adam ·Conn of Salt Lick, Michael Howard of Hazard, Olivia I son of 
• • • I 
. i 
Sandy Hook and Kevin Pugh of Pikeville. 
Entering the new Pikevi!Ie Osteopathic Sch9ol of Medicine w~r~/Darren Caudill of Marion, 
. . >-: ; .: .: .:· - ·~·· ,: ,:_·--.~: .. · .. · <··.: .. ': ' ' '. 
Ohio, Frank Lyons of Olive Hiii,.Heather.McCoy .of.~ailsll!fl and Jason Rice of Sitka. 
" Lt. 
Dr. David Saxon, MSlJ prJfessor_o[l:ii~lo~y, ·is, the (Ji'iffiary advisf:r for students following 
,· . . .. \~ . . . 
the pre-medical program cor~iculuin .. w~ich is administer.ed th~~l!~& the D-;;~?;iiment of Biological 
' - .. ~ ., .. - ;.\ ,· .. · ... ..._ .. ··>~'->~ "">· ... <', -.. ~:: _f .·:t 
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March 25, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State. University will host the annual Region V Conference 
of the Future Business Leaders of America on Tuesday, April 7, in the Combs Building on the 
campus. 
Approximately 650 students from more than 30 high schools across the state are expected to 
attend. The day's activities will include a variety of competitions in a number of business disciplines. 
Highlights for the visiting students will include interest booths in the Adron Doran University 
Center and a talent show featuring high school students. Also to be presented will be College of 
Business scholarships, totaling nearly $10,000. The names of those individuals moving on to state 
and national competitions will be announced. 
Additional information is available from Jack Henson, MSU assistant professor of business 
education and coordinator of the ev·ent, at (606) 783-2730. 
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March 26, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.----A college president. a physician, a pioneering director in live/film 
television and a sports great will be inducted into Morehead State University's Alumni Hall of Fame 
as part ofthe University's 1998 Founders Day Celebration on April 3. 
This year's inductees are: 
J. Paul Nickell of Raleigh, N.C .. award-winning director of such television classics as 
"Studio One,"" Naked City," "Bonanza," and "Ben Casey;" 
Dr. Bonnie L. Rogers of Porteryill~. Calif., presiqent-of Porterville College, Kern 
Community College District; 
Dr. James H. Thomas of Kansas City, Kan·.: professor ofsurgery and of family practice, 
University of Kansas Medical Cenle;; ·. ,_.. . 
·•• ' I, .·, 
Steve A. Hamilton.(posthumously), former. athletic director at1dbasketball, baseball and 
, . I \ " 
track star at MSU and major league paseball'player. ·.1 
They will be recognized asdrstinguishe'd gradbates during the a~~ual Alumni Awards Dinner 
at 6:30p.m. in the Adron Dbran''Vniv;e~d~~ Ce~t~; ·.T~~dinri~r is o~eofseveral public events 
planned during the day as MSU \vfa~s.~~,a y~~i:l~rg;~~lebrat{on qfits 75th anniversary as a state 
' <·, ' : .: . ' - '·•' ' ~,., ; 
institution of higher learning. .··· _ . . .. - · .:., .•• 
Founders Day begins.atS .a h, with a ~pecialb~eakfasi.where:MsU President Ronald G. 
~-·· ' .:, .,_:, ·, ··":' ,, •. ~: ' - --···: ',, _· ,-,. -' ·:'·'' ':.'1<. 
Eaglin will recognize neW. re1irees:. Ticlets.fp,r the·brea~fast.will be available along with those for 
~ ·:·. ·, . ~,,-, ' '' .. '):..'. ~;:.,· ,. .,';."· ·: i\ 
other meal functions. · ... "· ·· · ·· • .. • "· '<:) ... 
Following breakfast. two historical markers will be unveiled at l 0 aJ1i; followed by a time 
capsule ceremony at l 0: 15 a.m·:. <inc\. theidedicationf of Memorial Plaza at the Little Bell Tower at 
\···',,/! '" ,, -· ....... ·1 ~;; .·' .;\ 
10:30 a.m. \ ,·,,.,. ';;\. ' .• "J-'. _ _-'\~ .. 
Leonard V. Hardin, chair ofthe Council on PostsecondatY Education, will be the speaker at a 
noon luncheon at which time new.h,enibers ofthe M'su·~~Uo'ws Program will be recognized and 
' .. ,.-: ' ,-", ,· ' ', . ' ' ·<>·.·) ,, , '! •-' 
other special friends will be honored .• The'celebration:continues·at·2•p.m. in Button Auditorium with 
.. · 
the Founders Day Convocation and Awards Ceremony which will feature Gov. Paul E. Patton as 
speaker. 
Nickell, a native of Salt Lick who earned his A.B. degree from MSU in 1936, has been called 
"the greatest director in live television." He began working in television at WPTZ-TV in 
Philadelphia and soon was asked by a CBS produce!' to move to New York City where he began 
directing "Studio One" and several other "staff" shows. 
(MORE) 
Hall of Fame Inductees 
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In his eight and a half years with "Studio One," he directed many oftoday's major stars, 
including Jack Palance, Charlton Heston, Leslie Nielsen, Ralph Bellamy and many others. He also 
directed "Omnibus" and several variety shows, including "Ford Star Jubilee" and "The Arthur 
Godfrey Show." 
Transferred to California in 1957, Nickell found television was switching to film and he 
wanted to get into that medium. Leaving CBS to break into television film, he soon was directing 
such shows as "Naked City," "Bonanza," "77 Sunset Strip" and "The Donna Reed Show." In 1964 
he was nominated for an Em my for his directorial work on the ·comedy "The Farmer's Daughter." 
During his career, he received the Christopher Award, the Robert E. Sherwood Award and 
the B"nai B'rith Award. He was nominated three times for the Look Award. In the mid-1960s, 
Nickell returned to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, where he earned his master's 
degree in 1942, to teach television production. He remained there until retiring in 1981 as professor 
emeritus of radio, television and motion pictures. 
Dr. Rogers, who earned her A.B. degree from MSU in 1961, has been in higher education 
since 1969, when she joined the faculty and staff of Palomar College as an instructor and librarian. 
She began her teaching career in the California public schools and was a librarian for the U.S. Naval 
War College and the United States International University. She earned her M.L.S. degree from the 
University of Maryland and her Ed.D. degree from the University of Southern California, Los 
Angeles. She is also a graduate of several professional management and. leadership programs offered 
by the American Association of Community Colleges and other entities. 
She has been Porterville College's chief executive officer since 1994, having previously been 
provost at the Menifee Valley Campus ofMt. San Jacinto College, director of learning resources at 
Saddleback College, dean of instructional resources and evening dean at Palomar College. She has 
served on several community college accreditation teams and is a member of AACC's Commission 
on Community and Workforce Development. 
Dr. Rogers is active in several civic organizations including Rotary International and serves 
on the boards of directors for the Tulare County Symphony Association and the Supporter 
Employment Advisory Council. She is the 1992 recipient of the Woman of Distinction Award from 
Soroptomist International, Sun City, Ca!if; the 1991 and 1983 recipient of the Women Helping 
Women Award from Soroptomist International, Menifee and Vista, Calif, respectively. 
Dr. Thomas, a native of Ashland, earned his B.S. degree with distinction from MSU in 1963, 
where he was a charter member of the Honors Society. He currently is professor of surgery, 
professor offamily practice, chief of the section of vascular surgery and director of the Vascular 
Fellowship Program at the University of Kansas Medical Center, College ofHealth Sciences and 
Hospital in Kansas City. 
(MORE) 
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He received his M.D. degree from the University of Kentucky and did a straight surgical 
internship there. was assistant resident and later a chief resident in general surgery at the Hospital of 
the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia and a fellow in surgical oncology at the University of 
Kansas Medical Center. He a! so has held academic appointments in surgery at the University of 
Pennsylvania. School of Medicine and is a consultant in surgery for the Veterans Administration 
Hospital in Kansas City, where he was a transpla.nt surgeon for five years. 
A recipient of a National Medical Fellowship, he also held the American Cancer Society's 
Junior Clinical Fellowship for three years. He earned the bronze star with Combat V for duty during 
the Vietnam War and was the recipient of the 1983 Jayhawker M.D. Award for Outstanding Clinical 
Instructor. University of Kansas School of Medicine as well as several other awards for teaching 
excellence over the years. The co-author of I 00 medical research articles. he has received three VA 
research grants. 
Hamilton. who died Dec. 3. 1997, had been MSU's athletic director for II years. One of the 
University's most successful athletics alumni. Hamilton was a standout athlete in baseball. basketball 
and track during his playing days. A two-time graduate ofMSU. he earned his A.B. degree in 1958 
and a master's in 1963. 
Playing two years in the National Basketball Association. he gave that sport up to 
concentrate on baseball where he spent ll years. pitching mostly for the New York Yankees, but 
also for the Cleveland Indians. San Francisco Giants. Washington Senators. Chicago White Sox and 
Chicago Cubs. Hamilton was the first athlete to play in both a World Series and an NBA 
Championship Series. ln 1991, he was inducted into the. Kentucky Athletic Hall of Fame. 
Hamilton spent 14 seasons as the Eagle Baseball coach and is MSU's all-time winningest 
coach with 305 career victories. His teams won five divisional championships, two OVC 
. . 
championships and played in two NCAA baseball tournaments. As athletic director, he saw the 
MSU athletic program grow in facilities and in the classroom. The graduation rate of Eagle athletes 
improved and MSU won the OVC's Academic Achievement Banner on four occasions. He also 
added an academic counselor for athletes and began a compliance program. Throughout his 43-year 
relationship with MSU, Hamilton established a reputation as an intense but honorable competitor and 
respected athletic administrator. 
Tickets to the meal functions are now available at $5 per person for breakfast, $6 per person 
for lunch and $15 per person for dinner. The reservation deadline is Tuesday, March 31, and 
tickets must be picked up no later than 4 p.m. that day. Tickets are available in the Office of 
Student Activities on the second floor of ADUC, at the Alumni Center and at the Palmer 
Development House. Additional information on tickets or Founders Day may be obtained by calling 
the Alumni Center at (606) 783-2080 or toll-free at 800-783-2586 and the MSU Foundation at (606) 
783-2031 or toll-free at 800-833-4483. 
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March 26, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MAYSVILLE, Ky.---Students from the area are invited to learn more about programs at 
Morehead State University during a "Meet MSU Night" scheduled for Monday, March 30, at 
6 p.m. at the Mason County High School. 
Representatives from the University, including those from admissions, fmancial aid, 
housing and the academic departments will be available to answer questions about campus life 
-,"·---- ' ! 
• • •.. I 
' and opportunities. "'~;., ' 
~'~:,~-~--~ -,~' ',.;.~": __ _! 
"All high school juniors !(nd seDlors:~ho ar!l,~l.il(~~sted i.p attending college should stop by 
~~'":,:i > . ': ;, /{' l ~':' ..:·~'-, 
during the evening," said Df:·Beve'rly McCornlick, MSU assistant vlce president for enrollment 
(?' ~ ~ •'· .. , ';_ ''\,··_://!-,, ' l ?>> 
management. "Our goal is to make it a smooth t:nulsition from hig!l •. school to college and that 
/ \ '• l I ' \ ~ ! ·'" . > 
';, ' j 1 ' t l l ' -~ 
will only be ac~omplished wh6nJtudents are,~ware"of,all tlieh- options:·;, 
·-.. , ''i ;:J,~-·,:<:::>'i~~J:l ~~~( :~_:'i:~:~~<.~~~,~·~J l ,7/ 
The evening's program will d.tR;lUde an;,oyezy~e}V, .(!Oife as a college student with remarks 
~ :;.:;·;;'."r~--<1' -·' ·'- -'•\ ~~: J ~,~~·t:.~":"'"·' " .-{;. ~ 
from representatives of vario,us:uhlt~::¥bpp§ffUrii~"'t?:~~6(;k-butdi~plays of and enjoy 
3f ;:: (~ t>~~'~- :' :'""/ !::~-:.·1.,;; __ /} ': ~'--~~ ~-'" '~~"~ 
refreshments will conc!ude,the activity:_·: ... ":":;. · :::•:<.: .. ~;:· · ::~ _:: (" ,:y. 
,:_i:)J ~ ·- ~~-;~i_;.:::~::,·;;,;;~;[' ~~ ·-'.~, , , ·~-f~·f;,~ri;; ;;~;::;~~;r ~7·A:. :-,~t 
MCHS students >,yill_h;tve-ru{adaitional opportunity to "be·college)t_udents on that day 
£:;:;.:;: .. ~ .. ~-,~-:;:1\ 
when MSU faculty members Wi!l visit the st;_hpol for a preview of college'classes. 
:--· f ··;';: ,·) -·" t C ,~~ r·: .. h " ·l r .... -""·· -._ 
Additional information orr the 'Meet MSU Nighf is available from MSU' s Office of 
t. ··~-v \" \j 'f ,_, \. ,'' ~,. ~'-.) ; \. t ~ .{ .,)~ \ .. :; \j 1). ·' :! - ' ... .,; 
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Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 403 51-1689 606-783-2030 
. March 26, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Kelly Kulick, a Morehead State University junior from Union, N.J., 
has been named one of two Collegiate Bowlers of the Year for 1998 by the Bowling Writers 
Association of America. 
Kulick, along with Louis Franzetti of William Paterson University, will share a portion of 
$6,000 in scholarship awards provided by Columbia 300 and Ebonite International. The presentation 
will be made on Saturday. April 18. in Madison, Wis., at the Honor's Luncheon, part of the National 
Intercollegiate Bowling Championships. 
The Columbia/BWAA Collegiate Bowler of the Year, Kulick placed in the top five in nine 
out of 10 tournaments, including all-events titles at the Brunswick Northeast Classic in New Jersey 
with a 222 pin-fall average, the Eagle Classic in Dayton with a 217 pin-fall average, Brunswick 
Southern Classic in Atlanta with a 216 pin-fall average, the I 0 Pin Classic with a 212 pin-fall 
average, ACU-I Region 5 Tournament with a 2 I I average, and the Hoosier Classic with a 194 
average. 
Two other members ofMSU's bowling team were Honorable Mention recipients Robin 
Crawford, Hendersonville, Tenn., freshman, and Penny Parker, Kennesaw, Ga., junior. They will 
receive a $500 scholarship from Columbia 300. 
#### 
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March 26, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD. Ky.---Advance registration for Morehead State University's two summer 
terms and the falll998 semester will be conducted Monday through Thursday, Aprill3-16. 
Current students and those planning to attend MSU this summer or fall may register during 
this period. according to Gene Ranvier, MSU registrar. Students currently enrolled will need to 
clear any holds before they may advance register. 
Course directories containing trial schedule forms are available from academic departments 
. ' 
and the off-campus sites. The course schedule also.may be found on the University's web site 
through the registrar's oflice. MSl(s home page addr~~sis http://www.morehead-st.edu. 
On Monday, April 13.only graduate siudents,-current senibrs•andjuniors may register. On . . . 
~ ' ' ', . '\ 
Tuesday through Thursday;.'- April 14'-16, the registration. process will be Open to all other students. 
Main campus students will'advanc~ register i~'·iheir major depart'ment from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Students without a declared-m~jor ~Ill-register at_the Genter for-,Acad~~~~ Advising, 233 Allie 
I, - , , , , , , 
I ·-· ' Young Hall. 
' . f 
' Advance registration at the Ashland.Area·.Extended .Gampus_Genter and at MSU's Office on 
- -· /- . . - -
the Lees College Campus ofH~zardc:oininu~it}'College willb~'conduct~dfrom 10 a.m. to 6 p.m . 
. ~" . ' I" ''· - ' - • . . j ·>,,-";" 
Registration hours at the Appalachian· Graduate Gonsoi:tiurifat 'Pikeville• college, the Big Sandy and . - -r "'. ;-., - -. . ~--. "-· "". . ·::-., 
Licking Valley Extended Campus Centers will be from 8 a.m. to 6 ·p.m. • .• ,;·-., 
} 
Off-campus students :vho -h,ave never enrolled at MSU should contact their nearest regional 
registration site. New undergra.duale students planning to ~ti:idy o~· the main campus should initiate 
. '. "' - i ,_.- ! • • . •,_.' \. •• ·.' '. ' ; _. ~ . 
the admission process in 30 I Howell-McDowell Administration Building. For graduate admissions, 
. . ·; 
that site is 70 I Ginger Hall. 1• .. 
• • .__' ' ' • I ' " . ·- ·, , : ;_ , I ).- ; ; ., ~ ; . . ,· '. 
MSU's Summer I is scheduled June8-July 3, whileth'e'secorid summer term runs from July 6 
to Aug. 3. Fall classes begin Aug. 17. 
#### 
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March 26, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Kappa Omicron Nu, family and 
consumer sciences scholastic honor society, recently inducted seven new members. 
The students are: 
*Kristin Bowling, the daughter of Charles and Sharon Bowling of Dorton, is a senior 
family and consumer sciences major. She is a member of Kappa Delta social sorority and the 
Pre-Professional and Graduate Section of t4e American ~Assocjation of Family and Consumer 
! ••• ~·, ' 
Sciences. .:;, . 
(''' . ·.,_,,• 
*Leslie Damron, the wife;oFr~'namron a~~tfi~d~~gli~er of Linda Brandenburg, is a 
~·==! .. , ./ , . ' ; C:"'>~. 
senior interdisciplinary early;chil~hood developln,ent major frqui Pi.Ue~ille. She is a member of 
" ' ' j \' ' • . • "• 
/. . : j . ' '\ I .. ~ j . "'/)t 
the Pre-Professional Gradl!.~te S~d~nts p~ogram. ·;. I i ; ,}( 
, '. l I ~ \ ,. > I '• ' 
*Melinda Gail Hall is the ffi\l!g~1er of Mr:, and Mrs._ij:im)lsfHa!l; Jr., of Topmost. She is 
• "'" j .~1 •· "''· ·"•(" 'Ct• .'F"''"' r·~ I •• '/·' / 
a junior int~rdisciplinary early., cilii~!Jqqft~t<yelg~tYe:tJ~fuaj~(; i'' ./ 
· ." · :~·'t,· n, "- · ~ ;; . l'J'·:, r~1~k-"i;f~L-~c· ;t -/ 
*Allison McKinney, the dauglifer;bf Ivl{' aha •MrS. .:fohn McKinney of Brooksville, is a 
' ' . 
junior dietetics major. Sheis~a:clei}l~e';:pfthiBkt~tit';'Ci~b:~:-:=~=.::o 
P .~- ~;"C \;/>'. \' -:-~"~ c. (,· .;::·>~(: . i --~ ~t,._:; L~~ ,r·~;-·7· -~ L"_ 
. *Tami Lea Roll{~ iS;the ~darig~fe§.::()f?\'~ri i!ll{i.::<:!~:~g~~~ of: ;BI~s:key. She is a senior 
' ., ~---.· ·-·'"h~'' '-··· ,., ;,)'' .,• --~---··-. 'f 
hotel, restaurant and instituiiqli~fmatiageihent majPr':'·':',:;'~;:,:,:~E ,: ,~, 
// .. ,>;;;··;:..~-- ·.:;;/ - '"'~~.;;_~\ 
*Marianne Sulli\ian, the daughter of Roger and Olga Sullivan of Fltlmouth, is a senior 
_,_- t .;.;..__4 t 
hotel, restaurant and instituti6naf'inanagement lnajor. 
1 
She is a member of the Methodist Student 
Center. "~·' ~Jjtt~ -;,_>··~,~--~-~rttr-·:~)~ 8-~ ;I r· 
Kappa Omicron Nu is designed to recpgniz~ahci'enc,ourage excellence in scholarship, 
c " \ • ,, • ' ' ' 1, Ji • ~ 
research and leadership. The so~ieJ£,s,~~pb)t's-,_~ sch~~h~r~~ that awards local scholarships 
f 
and a fellowship and grants program. at thenationallevel. Dr. Michelle Kunz, MSU assistant 
professor of human sciences, is the group's' adviser. 
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Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
ffiGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(March 29 - April 4) 
Sunday. March 29 
606-783-2030 
3 P.M. GRADUATE RECITAL: Dan McMurray, trumpet, Duncan Recitru Hill; free. 
Additionru information: (606) 783-2473. 
5 P.M. SOPHOMORE RECITAL: Tracee Blackstock, oboe, and Libby Mathis, clarinet; 
Duncan Recitru Hill; free. Additionru information: (606) 783-2473. 
~.( 
3 P.M. MEN'S TENNIS: 
information: (606) 783-4666:.. • "· ,,.,, ] 
' "'" ' ::~.1 
Samrday. April 4 
5:30P.M. INTERNATIONAL BANQUET, Adron Doran University Center; ticket 
required. Additional information: (606) 783-2759. 
#### 
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March 26, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---WMKY 90.3 FM, Morehead State University's listener supported 
public radio station, has announced program changes for April. 
WMKY will broadcast a special April Fools Day program on Wednesday, April l. The 
Capitol Steps political satire troupe takes on the White House sex scandal in "Politics Takes a 
Holiday" at I p.m. and repeated at 6 p.m. 
The station will expand its Saturday bluegrass music programming beginning April II. 
"Bluegrass Divt<rsion" will start at I I a.m., to be followed by "The Thistle and Shamrock" at 2 p.m. 
and "The Folk Sampler" at 3 p.m. 
Additional information on the programs is available from Angela Mullins, WMKY's 
Development and Promotions director, at (606) 783-2394. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Approximately 1,000 students are expected to participate in Morehead 
State University's Regional Foreign Language Festival on Friday, April 10. 
The students will represent 14 senior high schools and one middle school throughout Eastern 
Kentucky, according to Mary Jo Netherton, MSU associate professor of French and festival 
coordinator. 
High schools indicating they will participate include: Bath County, Fleming County, Russell 
Independent, Paul Blazer, Fairview independent, JV[~nifee County, Rowan County Senior High, 
Paintsville High, Boyd County, Gree~up County, Johnson ·ce-ntral, Phelps, East Carter and Elliott 
County. Also participating w,illoe' Verity Middle School. 
·. 
The event includes academic'competition in listening, speaking al}d writing proficiency; 
'•' ) ' -·' 
literary recitation; extemporitneou~ prose reading; dra~a; and constructi~n•models in Latin, German, 
• ' •• 1 • • 
French, Russian and Spanish. Nbti-ac~demic·event~ incl.Jdeframeable art, realia, costumes and 
--" ,_. : .·~ ' d ~ -
chorus. 
' 
Faculty !Jlembers and graduates ofMSU's'_I)epartment·ofEnglish, Foreign Languages and .· . .---·- -· . ~ ~ 
Philosophy, as well as area ~esidents; \viii serve ~s festivalj~dge~.: · ' 1 
Assisting Nethe~o~ ~ill ~e9a~dy Trent, d~p~rt~e~t~I"s~cr!!iary;i F~rrah Fugett, 
.. '' . ~' !~. 
Wheelersburg, Ohio, senio-r, and Mary Kessler, I'vt'SU alumi}US from Mo.re,head, as student 
directors, and foreign language students ·as judges' assistants. 
\: . ' '- ,• _· . :'•. '-- '_'-' -\ .. ..., . ..,. 
Additional information is availabJe by ca!liqg (~06) 783-:?,779or 783-2582. 
#### 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD. Ky.---Morehead State University will host its 16th annual Counseling 
Conference. entitled "A Counseling Potpourri.'' on Wednesday. April 8. from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the 
Adron Doran University Center on campus. 
Counselors. students and university officials from across the state will be in attendance at the 
conference. sponsored by MSU's Department of Leadership and Secondary Education. 
Individuals who attend the conference may rec"<ive continuing education units as approved by 
the National Board of Certified Counselors. Kentucky State Educational Leadership credit and 
MSU's Continuing Education program. 
On-site registration is $50 fo~ students and$70. for.all others. 
I I • , , ', . I .. , , -. j • • 
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SPECIAL TO THE LICKING VALLEY COURIER 
MEET MOREHEAD STATE: A Picture Story 
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.---Morehead State University recently conducted a "Meet MSU 
Night" program at the Morgan County High School. The activity provided students interested in 
attending MSU and their parents an opportunity to visit with University representatives and learn 
about the college. 
During the day, the representatives taught 14 junior and·, senior high school classes. More 
'-" ·'-'< 
than 3 0 students and their families were in attendance 'for the evening portion of the program. 
: . ' ' ~' ' ! ~ 
Additional "Meet MSUNights" will be.held,~tlocations throughout the University's service 
'··. . : ! ", . ' ~-' . 
region to provide informat~on about !acadeffiic offering~; student service~~~financial aid and campus 
\> life. 
Cutlines: _; L .J.l··' 
f' • -~ :::;. ;. ' • -
1---Dr. Harold "Bud" Harty, right, MSUdeim·oftlie Goliege.ofEducation and BehaviorarSciences, 
talked with Morgan County Hlgh'Sphool,~~d~llt·N~ncy.:Pe~ry 1about his department. 
~J"'"'~ ,--·.>--- --· --~---. ~-:_· __ ~~-, •. -._ 
;-·· ... ·-·-~·:'.- ', . '--~·--~ ) - ·, {-~ -- ' 
2---Dr. Lemuel Berry Jr.,}~enter,•M~Udean of the Caudill College ofHum~ties, answered 
questions for MCHS: students t.,rnanda Fleshman,'l~ft; and· Shelly_p~rk;? ' 
_/' . !:·~~··;_r.,.-·r? .. '' -··~(.'· ~~-ii,··~-~.~.·· ·".c;,;:-- _'..0,\ 
3---Financial aid and schohir~hlps are items ofimp'brtance for both stude~t~~~nd parents. From left, 
Tim Rhodes, director of financial aid, check~d out applications with Jessica Crisp and Maxine 
• • / • ~-- i /' - _: -' ' 
Phillips. , \ .' 1 ';. -. -~ : ·' ; ··~ :·· .·, 
- .. ··--'~-- <11, ·~. -,,/L:.: ~>:·> · ~-· · .__ 
4---0n hand at the Meet MSU Night were MCHS students Angie Borin, left, and Melanie Roberts 
who talked with Dr. Lemuel Bet,ryJr., dean of the Caudill College of Humanities. 
' :l;c-< ;~, ·;' ·. ;/ :'' ' ' · .. :: ': l·"'_l-; :: ;, ··.> 
5---Several representatives from the:Universit}' spoke\atltlie evening• program. MSU President 
Ronald G. Eaglin took his turn at the podium while Mike Pennington, left, admissions counselor, 
and Tim Rhodes, director of financial aid, waited. 
(MSU photos by Tim Holbrook) 
3-27-98adb 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Elizabeth Reeder, a junior music education major from Garrison, was 
the winner of the 1998 Miss Morehead State University Scholarship Pageant. 
She will vie for the state title in the Miss Kentucky Scholarship Pageant which will be held at 
Transylvania University, June 25-27. 
"Shocked" and "surprised" are words the new Miss uses to describe her win. "It was like a 
dream come true," she said. "I looked at it (the pageant) as a good experience. I had no idea I 
; ·-... 1 
would win." 
Reeder, the daughter ofFredi~ ~~d Barry Reeder; played the piano for the talent competition. 
She is a member of the MSU Concert Choir and Gamma Phi Beta:social sorority. She serves as an . . . 
accompanist for music maj~rs and is founder of Education Now and Babi~s Later. 
Along with the title, ~eeder ;eceived a.'$1,506 scholarship and a;;·-official Miss America 
. ~ _, -· '" . - . : . - >. ' . 
• 1 , 1 '~"' • !~ _-
CrOWO. .·:, L~: ,:' _ L~:_:::J~·-~.i. '.::- 1 ·;~... -" 
Also a winner-in the pageap!SY,as-~apdj_Jo'~tufgjn;first'~l}l~er-up and recipient of a $1,000 
scholarship. The daughter of Glen-and Jo Snirgll(or'Ashland:, she is a sophomore English major, a . " . " ~ -·· .. ,· 
I . ':""< •" • . • • 
Regents I Scholar, Natiqnal Dean's List' student;-a Smith Scholar andmember,ofGamma Beta Phi 
honor society. Sturgill~l~o recei~ed-th~-$i5o-~~h~las~;~~"v.,~rd.· :_ :·.:: :: ( 
: • · •• -. _!; /. • ~- - •. .,_ z-::::; .. ;:.~·: ... , 
Second runner-]ip·was Rachel Rogers of Campton who received a ~?50 scholarship. The 
daughter of Roy and Rita Rogers;••s~e is a se.rnor·biblogy ,and communications major. She also is a 
\. • ,. )\I. '•·~· _ 1_,·, I • ..,"·;"' ••· ·) 
Regents I scholar, a member ~fQhl 'd_m~ga so~ial.sor6rity ~~d.~ recipient of the sorority's Pearl 
Dangle Award for earning a 4.0 grade, point average ..... /, 
The Miss MSU ScholarsJtp:Pag~a~t,' spp~soied by;the University's Student Government 
,:"-'' ! ' l_ ..... \___ ':, ·_ •' ·.-' 




Pauline Young, Media Relations Director 
Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Vlorehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
GARRISON JUNIOR IS NEW 'MISS' AT MSU 
Elizabeth Reeder, a junior music education major from Garrison, was crowned the winner in the 
1998 Miss Morehead State University Scholarship Pageant. She received her crown from last year's 
title winner Dalana Marie Hall of Burlington, who completed a bachelor's degree in December. 
Reeder, the daughter ofF redia and Barry Reeder, played the piano in the talent portion of the 
competition. She will now vie for the state title at the Miss Kentucky Scholarship Pageant which 
will be held at Transylvania University, June 25-27. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
3-27-98py 
Phot Pauline Young, Media Relations Director Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
PAGEANT WINNERS AT MSU 
Elizabeth Reeder, center, Garrison junior music education major, claimed the title in the 1998 Miss 
Morehead State University Scholarship Pageant. Randi Jo Sturgill, left, a sophomore English major 
and the daughter of Glen and Jo Sturgill of Ashland, was first runner-up. Rachel Rogers, a senior 
biology and communications major and the daughter of Roy and Rita Rogers of Campton, was 
second runner-up. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
3-27-98py 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD. Ky.---Morehead State University's Department of English. Foreign 
Languages and Philosophy and the Graduate Writers Association will host an evening with visiting 
writer Don Bogen from Cincinnati on Tuesday, April 14. 
The activity, which is free and open to the public. will begin at 8 p.m. at the Kentucky Folk 
Art Center. 
Bogen is an associate professor of.J;:nglish a{ the University of Cincinnati. He will read his 
'. 
poetry. sign his books and talkaoou\ his writings·.:.; 
• I i ) • ' •., 
He is the author of two book's of poetry. "The Known World" and'"After the Splendid 
'J ' • 
Display," published by Wesley~n Uni~ersity Pr~ss: His·poems alsq have been printed in national 
: I •, , ,, ' . '' '·. ' ''• ',. \ ; ' , 
journals including "The Kenyon Revi~~."."The YaleReyi~w.'' ~nd. "The Nation." 
; ; , ;j,' ,..•i --- '- , ' ,, _,,. _, .- -': 
The recipient of numerous a·w~rds,for his writing: Bog~· hils.been awarded grants from the 
- ' ' ' ' -' - -- ' 
'' ,, .,,--
Ohio Arts Council and th~·National Ed~cation·Associatioii:' · ·· .. 
• ·5, -.<'~:_:·· ...... - - />!\···--~. 
Additional inforriJ~tiot1·i~' available from faculty members in the cleiJ!l\1ment: George Eklund. 
associate professor. at 783-239S; br. Lynne 'raetzsch. assistant professor. at 783-2136, or Carol 
'· / _;: \ I ~ .. ~ ·- : ' '; ' ; 
-.. \ 
Mauriello. instructor. at 783-5166.· ·· ·· 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The ability to talk sometimes brings rewards as was the case for two 
Morehead State University students who are members of the speech team. 
Anthony "Tony" CaudilL Morehead junior, and Angel Skipwith, Louisville sophomore: 
traveled to the other side of the Atlantic Ocean to compete in the International Speech Association's 
World Competition held in Lisbon, Portugal, March 7-13. 
Thirty colleges from the U.S. and Europe were represented at the competition. The 
University's speech team tinished fifth overall. 
Skipwith was a semi-finalist in the poetry interpretation portion of the program. She finished 
with a ninth place standing. 
Both students competed in the prepared, limited prepared and interpretation parts of the 
competition. 
Dr. Lemuel Berry, Jr.. dean ofMSU's Caudill College of Humanities, congratulated the 
participants on their performance at the international conference and the entire speech team for its 
accomplishments this year. ·'I'm sure that the experience was one that will be remembered for quite 
some time," he said of the conference. 
Dr. Berry also commended the team's coaching staff which included Dr. Cathy Thomas, 
associate professor of speech and director of forensics; Lisa Shemwell, speech team coach, and Dr. 
Robert Frank, assistant professor of speech and assistant speech team coach: 
Dr. Thomas and Shemwell accompanied the students on the overseas venture. They also 
made a presentation entitled "Judging Certification and Qualifications for the College Circuit" at the 
international conference, held in conjunction with the competition. 
adb 
Dr. Frank did not attend the conference but assisted in preparing the students for the event. 
Additional information on the speech team is available from Shemwell at (606) 783-2103. 
#### 
Phot Pauline Young, Media Relations Direcror Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
MSU STUDENTS IN WORLD COMPETITION 
Two Morehead State University students who are members of the Speech Team traveled to Lisbon. 
Portugal. recently to participate in the International. Speech Association's World Competition. 
Making the overseas trip were, from left, Lisa Shemwell, speech team coach: Anthony Caudill. 
Morehead junior: Angel Skipwith, Louisville sophomore, and Dr. Cathy Thomas, direcror of 
forensics. The MSU team placed fifth out of30 schools in the competition. 
3-27-98py 
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March 27, 1998 
SPECIAL TO THE MOREHEAD NEWS 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS VISIT MSU: A Picture Story 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Rowan County elementary school students left their textbooks 
behind for some hands-on education during a field trip to Morehead State University's 
Department of Art. 
Students had the opportunity to exaiJline the ~rt-works' on display in the main gallery in 
Claypool-Young Art Building, according to Emril~ Perkins, gallery coordinator. "They learned 
:: ": . . -· 
the core concepts applied to the art work and_did creative exploration of ideas. It's an art 







"/ .. '• 
l---Emma Perkins, center, gallery f:O<;>rdinator-in tlie,pepa:rtg~entof Aft, discussed one work with 
• . -- . -'. -~ ·r· ' - ' 
Meagan Albert of Morehe~d El~ll)~ntary~~Ch()_ol,jeft,'.and r<;aycee Hendrix of Radburn 
Elementary. - ·" - · 
''"'' ··., < ·'' . i -·. 
2---As she studied the art exhibit~·c~si(l w~~. ~st\:tden~~t·M~~~ljead:Elementary, completed her 
questionnaire. . . "'_-' ·, ::. · '< ·~, · .. ,. : .·. · '--. ·; · : J,,.,;) 
"-; :· • ,: "";·_-··- ,,- ;•' '0 "/)'jL;•e,i:~·-- ~~•-.-.,:,.:_ ~·· ~Ji 
3---Betty Stewart of the Elementrry-'Division of Gifted Education' (EDqE) program, explored art 
concepts with Karly~·Rflth.of Radburn Elementary. ._, :5~\ 
IF-, 
(MSU photos by Tim Holbrpg~) .,_ \' ,. \ i, _ ,----.4 
3-27-98py 
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MOREHEAD WOMAN'S CLUB SCHOLARSHIP 
The Club House Committee of the Morehead Woman's Club recently presented the Morehead 
State University Foundation, Inc., with a $1,000 check to be added to the club's endowed 
scholarship. On hand for the presentation were, from left, Helen Wentz, committee treasurer; 
Bill Redwine, MSU director of Alumni Relations and Development; Phyllis Dutschke, Woman's 
Club president; Mer! Allen, committee chair, and Mary Alice Jayne, secretary. The Morehead 
Woman's Club Endowed Scholarship is awarded annually to a female student from Rowan 
County, either graduating from high school or already enrolled at Morehead State University. 
~)u....-.l 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) stttTe~ 
~~ 
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March 28, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A "gentleman and a gentle man" whose service greatly impacted the 
character of Morehead State University in many ways will be the recipient of the University's 
1998 Founders Day Award for University Service. 
Dr. Charles 1. Pelfrey of Olive Hill, professor emeritus of English, will be recognized 
during the annual Founders Day Convocation and Awards Ceremony on Friday, April 3, at 
2 p.m. in Button Auditorium. The featured speaker for the convocation will be Gov. Paul E. 
Patton. 
Established in 1978 by the Board of Regents, the award is presented annually to recognize 
those who have given superior service over the years to the University. 
"Dr. Pelfrey gave more than 25 years of dedicated service to this University as both a 
teacher who touched the lives of hundreds of students and also as an administrator who helped 
shape the academic quality of his department and the University as a whole," said MSU President 
Ronald G. Eaglin. "He is truly deserving of this recognition.·· 
Joining MSU's faculty in 1962, Dr. Pelfrey not only taught English classes but also held 
several administrative posts ranging from department head for six years to interim dean of the 
fonner School of Humanities for two years. Credited with the development of the University's 
graduate program in English. he served as the department's graduate coordinator for 12 years. 
After retiring in 1988, Dr. Pelfrey taught on a part-time basis out in the region for the University 
for several years. 
He served two three-year tenns as faculty regent and was the recipient of MSU's 
Distinguished Faculty Award in 1971. Dr. Pelfrey earned his baccalaureate degree from MSU 
and the master's and doctoral degrees from the University of Kentucky. Head of the English 
Department at the Abadan Institute of Technology in Iran for four years, he also taught at Centre 
College. 
A Southern Teachers Fellowship recipient, Dr. Pelfrey was active in the Melville Society, 





MSU' s observance of Founders Day will begin at 8 a.m. with a special breakfast for 
retired faculty and staff at which Dr. Eaglin will recognize new retirees. The breakfast will be 
open to anyone wishing to attend and tickets will be available along with those for other meal 
functions. 
Following the breakfast. several special events are planned including the unveiling of two 
historical markers at 10 a.m .. burial of a time capsule at 10:15 a.m. and the dedication of the 
Memorial Plaza surrounding the Little Bell Tower at 10:30 a.m. The time capsule, to be opened 
in 2022, is a project of the MSU Student Alumni Ambassadors. 
During a noon luncheon. new MSU Fellows will be honored and other special friends of 
the University will be recognized. Leonard V. Hardin, chairman of the Council on Postsecondary 
Education, will be the luncheon speaker. 
Capping the day will be the Alumni Awards Dinner at 6:30p.m., where new· members will 
be inducted into the Alumni Hall of Fame. The distinguished graduates are J. Paul Nickell of 
Raleigh, N.C., Class of 1936. pioneering television director; Steve A. Hamilton (posthumously), 
Class of 1958, sports great: Dr. Bonnie L. Rogers of Porterville, Calif.; Class of 1961, college 
president; Keith R. Kappes of Morehead. Class of 1970, MSU vice president of University 
Advancement, and Dr. James. H. Thomas of Kansas City, Kan., Class of 1963, physician. 
All meal functions will b:: held in the Crager Room, Adron Doran University, and tickets 
are on sale now. Breakfast tickets are $5 per person, luncheon tickets are $6 per person, while 
dinner tickets are $15 each. 
The deadline for reservations is Tuesday, March ·31, and tickets must be picked up no 
later than 4:30p.m. that day. Tickets are available in the Office of Student Activities on the 
second floor of ADUC, at the Alumni Center and at the Palmer Development House. 
Additional information on tickets or Founders Day may be obtained by calling the Alumni 
Center at (606) 783-2080 or toll-free at 800-783-2586 and the MSU Foundation at (606) 783-2031 
or toll-free at 800-833-4483. 
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March 30, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A program to enrich the arts in a teacher's classroom as well as their 
own personal experiences has been added to Morehead State University's summer curriculum. 
MSU is joining the University of Louisville and Murray State University in offering the 
1998 Institutes for Arts in Education, sponsored by the Kentucky Center for the Arts. 
The Institutes' classes are designed for teachers from kindergarten through grades 12, 
principals, superintendents and interested parents, according to Dr. Karen Lafferty, MSU 
assistant professor of education who along with Mark Mallet, MSU assistant professor of theatre, 
are directing the program. Instruction will be offered in music, visual arts, dance, drama and 
creative writing to give teachers insight into new ways to incorporate arts across the curriculum. 
""Applications are being accepted now for the summer session, "Dr. Lafferty said. 
"Classes will be taught by practicing artists who have given educational seminars." 
Individuals may register for ,a~ademic credit or professional development through the 
University. A limited number of: applications will be accepted for the two-week summer session 
that runs June 15-26. Classes will" meet from 9 a. in. until4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday. 
When registering for, three hours of graduate credit, st~dents pay :$135 per credit hour plus 
" . - ,'' 
a $35 materials fee. For participants enrolled for min-credit, the charg~ is $140. A $35 deposit 
must accompany the application form with the balance payable on the first day of class. 
A limited number ofscholarships will be offered on a frrst come, frrst serve basis, Dr. 
Lafferty noted. To be eligible, applicants must live at least 50 miles from the Institute site. 
Recipients will receive free hou~ing at the university and· a $200 stipend to cover travel and meal 
costs. 
Teaching the classes at MSU will be: Normandi Ellis, creative writing; Harlina 
Charn-Diallo, dance; Bet Stewart, drama; Mesa Wilburn, music, and Rebekka Seigel, visual arts. 
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March 30, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Morehead State University Alumni Association has announced a 
fifth individual who will be inducted into the Alumni Hall of Fame on Friday during the University's 
Founders Day celebration. 
Keith R. Kappes, MSU' s vice president of University Advancement, will join four other. 
distinguished graduates to be welcomed into the Hall of Fame at the Alumni Awards Dinner set for 
6:30p.m. in the Adron Doran University Center. 
Other inductees are J. Paul Nickell of Raleigh, N.C., a pioneering live/film television director; 
Dr. Bonnie L. Rogers of Porterville, Calif, president of Porterville College; Dr. James H. Thomas of 
Kansas City, Kan., physician/educator at the University of Kansas Medical Center, and Steve A. 
Hamilton (posthumously) former MSU athletic director and sports great. 
A native of Carter County, Kappes has served as MSU' s chief institutional advancement 
officer since August, 1973, after joining the University as a news bureau writer in 1969. Today as 
vice president for University Advancement, he has administrative oversight for alumni relations, 
development, community relations, governmental and legislative relations, institutional marketing, 
media relations and publications and printing services. 
A former newspaper, wire service and broadcast journalist, Kappes earned his A.B. and 
M.H.E. degrees from MSU in 1970 and 1973 respectively. A former state public affairs officer for 
the Kentucky Army National Guard, he also served in the Army Reserve, retiring as a major with 22 
years of military service. Kappes is a member of the board of directors of the Morehead-Rowan 
County Chamber of Commerce and the Learning for Life Foundation. 
A former president of the Chamber of Commerce and the Kentucky Council for the 
Advancement and Support of Education, he also has served on the Morehead City Council, 
Morehead Tourism Commission and the Kentucky Folk Art Center board. He is a past chairman of 
the Morehead-Rowan County Industrial Development Authority and currerit chair of the Rowan 
County Ethics Commission. 
(MORE) 
Keith. (I-I OF) 
2-2-2-2-2 
Other Founders Day activities include a faculty/staff retiree breakfast, unveiling of two 
historical markers, a time capsule ceremony, a noon luncheon at which time Leonard V. Hardin, 
chair of the Council on Postsecondary Education, will speak and the annual Convocation and 
Awards Ceremony. Gov. Paul E. Patton will be the speaker at the 2 p.m." convocation. 
Tickets to the $15 per plate Alumni Awards Dinner may be reserved and picked up by 4 p.m. 
Tuesday, March 31. Tickets to other meal functions are $5 per person for breakfast and $6 per 
person for lunch with the same deadline applying. 
Tickets are available in the Office of Student Activities on the second floor of ADUC, at the 
Alumni Center and at the Palmer Development House. Additional information may be obtained by 
calling the Alumni Association at (606) 783-2080 or toll-free at 800-783-2586 and the MSU 
Foundation at (606) 783-2031 or toll-free at 800-833-4483. 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
March 30, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
ASHLAND, Ky.---Students from the area are invited to learn more about programs at 
Morehead State University during a "Meet MSU Night" scheduled for Thursday, April2, at 
7 p.m. at the Ashland Plaza Hotel. 
Representatives from the University, including those from admissions, fmancial aid, 
· housing and the academic departments will be available to answer questions about campus life 
and opportunities. 
"All high school juniors and seniors who are interested in attending college should stop by 
during the evening," said Dr. Beverly McCormick, MSU assistant vice president for enrollment 
management. "Our goal is to make it a smooth transition from high school to college and that 
will only be accomplished when students are aware of all their options." 
A special invitation has been issued to students attending high schools in the area: Paul 
Blazer, Boyd County, Greenup County and Russell. 
The evening's program will include an overview of life as a college student with remarks 
from representatives of various units. An opportunity to check out displays of and enjoy 
refreshments will conclude the activity. 
The high school students will have an additional opportunity to be .college students on that 
- day when MSU faculty members will visit the schools for a preview of college classes. 
Additional information on the Meet MSU Night is available from MSU's Office of 
Admissions at (606) 783-2000 or 1-800-585-6781. 
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SUBJECT: MSU Founders Day 
RELEASE DATE: Now thru April3, 1998 
TIME: 30 sec 
ANNOUNCER: YOU'RE INVITED TO JOIN MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY FOR 
FOUNDERS DAY 1998 ON APRIL 3 AS WE CULMINATE A YEAR 
LONG CELEBRATION OF OUR 75TH ANNIVERSARY AS A 
PUBLIC INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING. HIGHLIGHTING 
THE DAY·WILL BE THE CONVOCATION AT 2 P.M. IN BUTTON 
AUDITORIUM FEATURING GOV. PAUL PATTON AS SPEAKER 
' 
AND SPECIAL RECOGNITION FOR DR. CHARLES J. PELFREY, 
' I , ~ 
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OFENGLISH. AT 10:30 A.M., THE 
-
UNIVERSITY WILL DEDICATE THE MEMORIAL PLAZA. FOR 
- ''' ' ' 
MORE INFORMATION CALL 783-2080_LOCALLY OR TOLL-FREE 
. . ': ; '. :. 
AT 800-783-2586. JOIN US AS WE CELEBRATE THIS MILESTONE. 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
March 31, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Upward Bound program, hosted by Morehead State University, 
will participate in the federally funded Summer Food Service Program for Children. The program 
operates under guidelines similar to those of public school food service programs. Participating in 
the program enables sponsors to provide lower program costs. 
The program is available to eligible Upward Bound students 18 years of age and younger. 
All children will be served the same meals at no separate charge regardless of race, color, national 
origin, age, sex, or disability and there is no discrimination in the food service. 
The following scale is the current family-size and income criteria used in determining 
eligibility for children at camp sites: 









For each additional 
family member add 5,032 
Persons who believe they may have been discriminated against in the Summer Food 
Service Program may write the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, DC 20250. 
Additional information on this program is available by calling Jennifer Cady, Upward 
Bound Project Director, at (606) 783-2611. 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
March 31, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead's Occupational and Academic Retreat (MOAR) program, 
hosted by Morehead State University, will participate in the federally funded Summer Food 
Service Program for Children. The program operates under guidelines similar to those of public 
school food service programs. 
Taking part in this program enables the sponsors to hold down costs so that most families 
can afford to send their children to camp. 
The program is available to the 30 MOAR participants selected by JTP A eligibility, school 
counselor recommendations, and interviews conducted by the MOAR program director. All 
children will be served the same meals at no separate charge regardless of race, color, national 
origin, age, sex, or disability and there is no discrimination in the food service. 
The following scale is the current family-size and income criteria used in determining 
eligibility for children at camp sites: 









For each additional 
family member add 5,032 
Additional information on this program is available by calling Charlie Jones, MOAR 
Coordinator, at (606) 783-5183. 
Individuals who believe they may have been discriminated against in the Summer Food 
Service Program may write to the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, DC 20250. 
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